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CHAPTER 3

Managing an Active Directory
Infrastructure
Objectives
This chapter covers the following Microsoft-specified objectives for the Planning
and Implementing an Active Directory Infrastructure and Managing and
Maintaining an Active Directory Infrastructure sections of the Windows Server
2003 Active Directory Infrastructure exam:
Implement an Active Directory directory service forest and domain structure
. Establish trust relationships. Types of trust relationships might include external
trusts, shortcut trusts, and crossforest trusts.
. Business requirements might dictate the need to use more than one forest in your enterprise.
You need to understand how to create trust relationships with external forests and when to
use external trusts or forest trusts. You should also understand when to use shortcut trusts
within multiple-domain forests.

Manage an Active Directory forest and domain structure
. Manage trust relationships
. Manage schema modifications
. Add or remove a UPN suffix
. This objective is intended to make sure that you can manage several components of the
Active Directory forest and domain structure. You should be aware of the different types of
trust relationships you can configure within and between forests. You should also understand how to work with the Active Directory schema and how to use UPN suffixes to facilitate management and user logon in multiple-domain enterprises.

Implement an Active Directory site topology
. Configure site links
. Configure preferred bridgehead servers
. This objective evaluates your knowledge of how Active Directory handles networks that are
distributed among different physical locations separated by low-speed WAN links. You need
to understand how to create and configure sites, site link bridges, and bridgehead servers,
and how the Inter-site Topology Generator and Knowledge Consistency Checker operate.

Manage an Active Directory site
. Configure replication schedules
. Configure site link costs
. Configure site boundaries
. This objective is intended to make sure that you know how to manage several components of
the links between Active Directory sites. You should understand the factors that affect intrasite and intersite replication and when to modify replication schedules and site link costs.
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Study Strategies
This chapter builds on the foundations of the preceding chapter by covering the administration
of forests and sites, as well as the Active Directory schema. As you work your way through the
chapter, you should pay attention to the following:
. Understand the different types of trust relationships available and when you should use
them. In addition, you should know the differences between incoming and outgoing trust
directions.
. Understand the importance of schema modifications and the potential consequences of
making such modifications.
. Understand the ways you can create sites, site links, and site link bridges, and the importance of the Knowledge Consistency Checker and the Inter-Site Topology Generator.
. Understand the way Active Directory replication works and its importance in keeping all
domain controllers up to date.
. Know the differences between intrasite and intersite replication and the way site topology
affects replication.
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Introduction
Now that you have created an Active Directory forest with a child domain and configured
global catalog servers and operations masters, it is time to examine several issues related to
multisided and multiforest Active Directory deployments. In this chapter, we cover several
issues related to management of trust relationships among Active Directory forests, as well as
schema modifications. We then turn our attention to creating, configuring, and managing
sites, including replication and site links.

Active Directory Trust Relationships
Objective

Implement an Active Directory directory service forest and domain structure
. Establish trust relationships. Types of trust relationships might include external trusts, shortcut trusts,
and cross-forest trusts.

Prospects of globalization and international commerce have increased the possibility of companies operating multiforest network enterprise structures. Before we look at the intricacies of
interforest trusts, we briefly review trust relationships as they exist within a single forest.
Before we look at the intricacies of Windows 2000 and interforest trusts, we will briefly review
trust relationships as they existed within NT 4.0. Those of you who are upgrading from
Windows NT 4.0 will be familiar with the trust relationships used to allow users in one domain
to access resources in another domain. You could configure one domain to trust another one
so that users in the second domain could access resources in the first one. Windows NT 4.0
did not create any trust relationships by itself; administrators in both the trusting and trusted
domains had to configure every trust relationship. The domain where the resources are located
is referred to as the trusting or resource domain, and the domain where the accounts are kept is
referred to as the trusted or accounts domain.
Some characteristics of trust relationships in Windows NT 4.0 follow:
. In a one-way trust relationship, the trusting domain makes its resources available to

the trusted domain (see Figure 3.1). With the appropriate permissions, a user from the
trusted domain can access resources on the trusting domain. However, users in the trusting domain are unable to access resources in the trusted domain, unless a two-way trust
is set up.
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In a one-way
trust relationship, the
trusting domain holds the
resources that users in the
trusted domain need to
access.

FIGURE 3.1

Trusting Domain

Trusted Domain

. A trust relationship exists between only two domains. Each trust relationship has just

one trusting domain and just one trusted domain.
. A two-way trust relationship between domains is simply the existence of two one-way

trusts in opposite directions between the domains.
. In Windows NT 4.0, trust relationships were not transitive; that is, if Domain A trusts

Domain B and Domain B trusts Domain C, these relationships do not mean that
Domain A automatically trusts Domain C. To have such a relationship, a third trust
relationship must be set up whereby Domain A trusts Domain C (see Figure 3.2).
If Domain A
trusts Domain B and
Domain B trusts Domain
C in a nontransitive trust,
Domain A does not trust
Domain C. In a transitive
trust relationship, Domain
A automatically trusts
Domain C through
Domain B when the other
two trusts are created.

FIGURE 3.2
B

A

B

C
Non-transitive

A

C
Transitive

Trust Relationships Within an Active Directory Forest
Active Directory in Windows 2000 introduced the concept of two-way transitive trusts that
flow upward through the domain hierarchy toward the tree root domain and across root
domains of different trees in the same forest. This includes parent-child trusts between parent
and child domains of the same tree and tree root trusts between the root domains of different
trees in the same forest. Because of this arrangement, administrators no longer need to configure trust relationships between domains in a single forest.
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NOTE
Managing Trust Relationships
manage trusts.

You should be aware that only members of the Domain Admins group can

In addition, Windows Server 2003 provides for another trust relationship called a shortcut trust.
It is an additional trust relationship between two domains in the same forest, which optimizes
the authentication process when a large number of users need to access resources in a different domain in the same forest. This capability is especially useful if the normal authentication
path needs to cross several domains. Consider Figure 3.3 as an example.

A.com

A.A.com

B.com

B.A.com

B.B.com

Shortcut trusts are
useful if the authentication path to
another domain in the forest has to
cross several domain boundaries.

FIGURE 3.3

C.A.A.com

C.B.B.com

Suppose that users in the C.A.A.com domain need to log on to the C.B.B.com domain, which
is located in the second tree of the same forest. The authentication path must cross five domain
boundaries to reach the C.B.B.com domain. If an administrator establishes a shortcut trust
between the C.A.A.com and C.B.B.com domains, the logon process speeds up considerably.
This is also true for shorter possible authentication paths such as C.A.A.com to B.A.com or
B.A.com to B.B.com. This also facilitates the use of Kerberos when accessing resources located
in another domain.

Interforest Trust Relationships
Whenever there is need for accessing resources in a different forest, administrators have to
configure trust relationships manually. Windows 2000 offers the capability to configure oneway, nontransitive trusts with similar properties to those mentioned previously, between
domains in different forests. You have to configure every trust relationship between each
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domain in the different forests explicitly. If you need a two-way trust relationship, you have to
manually configure each half of the trust separately.
Windows Server 2003 makes it easier to configure interforest trust relationships. In this section, we study these trust relationships. In a nutshell, for forests that are operating at the
Windows Server 2003 forest functional level, you can configure trusts that enable two-way
transitive trust relationships between all domains in the relevant forests. If the forest is operating at any other functional level, you still need to configure explicit trusts as in
Windows 2000.
Windows Server 2003 introduces the following types of interforest trusts:
. External trusts—These one-way trusts are individual trust relationships set up

between two domains in different forests, as could be done in Windows 2000. The
forests involved might be operating at any forest functional level. You can use this type
of trust if you need to enable resource sharing only between specific domains in different forests. You can also use this type of trust relationship between an Active Directory
domain and a Windows NT 4.0 domain.
. Forest trusts—As already mentioned, these trusts include complete trust relationships

between all domains in the relevant forests, thereby enabling resource sharing among
all domains in the forests. The trust relationship can be either one-way or two-way.
Both forests must be operating at the Windows Server 2003 forest functional level.
The use of forest trusts offers several benefits:
. They simplify resource management between forests by reducing the number of

external trusts needed for resource sharing.
. They provide a wider scope of UPN authentications, which can be used across the

trusting forests.
. They provide increased administrative flexibility by enabling administrators to split

collaborative delegation efforts with administrators in other forests.
. Directory replication is isolated within each forest. Forestwide configuration modifi-

cations such as adding new domains or modifying the schema affect only the forest
to which they apply, and not trusting forests.
. They provide greater trustworthiness of authorization data. Administrators can use

both the Kerberos and NTLM authentication protocols when authorization data is
transferred between forests.
. Realm trusts—These are one-way nontransitive trusts that you can set up between an

Active Directory domain and a Kerberos V5 realm such as found in UNIX and MIT
implementations.
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Establishing Trust Relationships
This section examines creating two types of trust relationships with external forests: external
trusts and forest trusts. We then look at the shortcut trust, which is the only configurable type
of trust relationship between two domains in the same forest.
Before you begin to create trust relationships, you must be aware of several prerequisites:
. You must be a member of the Enterprise Admins group or the Domain Admins group

in the forest root domain. New to Windows Server 2003, you can also be a member of
the Incoming Forest Trust Builders group on the forest root domain. This group has
the rights to create one-way, incoming forest trusts to the forest root domain. If you
hold this level of membership in both forests, you can set up both sides of an interforest trust at the same time.
. You must ensure that DNS is properly configured so that the forests can recognize

each other. You might have to configure conditional forwarding to enable DNS servers
in one forest to forward queries to DNS servers in the other forest so that resources
are properly located.
. In the case of a forest trust, both forests must be operating at the Windows Server

2003 forest functional level.
Windows Server 2003 provides the New Trust Wizard to simplify the creation of all types of
trust relationships. The following sections show you how to create these trust relationships.

Creating an External Trust
Follow Step by Step 3.1 to create an external trust with a domain in another forest or a
Windows NT 4.0 domain.

EXAM ALERT
Trust Creation Can Be Tricky! Know the variations of the procedures so that you can answer questions
about the troubleshooting of problems related to interforest access as they relate to the options available when creating trusts. In particular, be aware of the differences between the incoming and outgoing
trust directions.

STEP BY STEP
3.1 Creating an External Trust
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Domains and Trusts to open the Active Directory
Domains and Trusts snap-in.
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2. In the console tree, right-click your domain name and choose Properties to display the Properties dialog
box for the domain.
3. Select the Trusts tab. This tab contains fields listing domains trusted by this domain and domains that
trust this domain. Initially these fields are blank, as in Figure 3.4.

You can manage trusts from the Trusts tab
of a domain’s Properties dialog box.

FIGURE 3.4

4. Click New Trust to start the New Trust Wizard, as shown in Figure 3.5.

You can create new trust relationships by using the New Trust Wizard.

FIGURE 3.5

5. Click Next, and on the Trust Name page, type the name of the domain with which you want to create a
trust relationship (see Figure 3.6). Then click Next.
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On the Trust Name page, you
can enter the DNS or NetBIOS name of the
domain with which you want to create a
trust.

FIGURE 3.6

6. The Trust Type page, shown in Figure 3.7, offers you a choice between an external trust and a forest
trust. Select External Trust and then click Next.

You can select the trust type
required from the Trust Type page.

FIGURE 3.7

NOTE
Trust Types If the forest functional level is not set to Windows Server 2003, the forest trust option will
not appear. You might receive an option to create a realm trust or an external trust with a Windows
domain.

7. The Direction of Trust page, shown in Figure 3.8, offers you a choice of the following three types of trusts:
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. Two-Way—Creates a two-way trust. This type of trust allows users in both domains to be authenticated in each other’s domain.
. One-Way: Incoming—Creates a one-way trust in which users in your (trusted) domain can be
authenticated in the other (trusting) domain. Users in the other domain cannot be authenticated in
your domain.
. One-Way: Outgoing—Creates a one-way trust that users in the other (trusted) domain can be authenticated in your (trusting) domain. Users in your domain cannot be authenticated in the other domain.

The Direction of Trust page
offers you options for creating one-way or
two-way trusts.

FIGURE 3.8

8. Select a choice according to your network requirements and then click Next.
9. The Sides of Trust page, shown in Figure 3.9, allows you to complete both sides of the trust if you have
the appropriate permissions in both domains. If this is so, select Both This Domain and the Specified
Domain. Otherwise, select This Domain Only and then click Next.

The Sides of Trust page enables
you to complete both sides of the trust if
you have the appropriate permissions.

FIGURE 3.9
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10. If you selected This Domain Only on the Sides of Trust page, the Trust Password page appears, asking
for a password for the trust. You must specify the same password when creating the trust in the other
domain. Type and confirm a password that conforms to password security guidelines, click Next, and
then skip to step 13. Ensure that you remember this password.
11. If you selected Both This Domain and the Specified Domain on the Sides of Trust page, the Outgoing
Trust Properties—Local Domain page, shown in Figure 3.10, offers the following two choices in the
scope of authentication for users in the trusted domain:
. Domain-Wide Authentication—This option authenticates users from the trusted domain for all
resources in the local domain. Microsoft recommends this option only for trusts within the same
organization.
. Selective Authentication—This option does not create any default authentication. You must grant
access to each server that users need to access. Microsoft recommends this option for trusts that
involve separate organizations, such as contractor relationships.

FIGURE 3.10 The Outgoing Trust
Authentication Level-Local Domain page
provides two choices of authentication
scope for users in the trusted domain.

12. Select the appropriate type of authentication and then click Next.
13. The Trust Selections Complete page displays a list of the options that you have configured (see
Figure 3.11). Review these settings to ensure that you have made the correct selections. If any setting
is incorrect, click Back and correct it. Then click Next.
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FIGURE 3.11 The Trust Selections Complete
page displays a review of the trust settings
you specified.

14. The Trust Creation Complete page informs you that the trust relationship was successfully created. Click
Next to finish the process.
15. The Confirm Outgoing Trust page asks whether you want to confirm the outgoing trust (see Figure
3.12). If you have configured the trust from the other side, click Yes, Confirm the Outgoing Trust.
Otherwise, click No, Do Not Confirm the Outgoing Trust. Then click Next.

FIGURE 3.12 The Confirm Outgoing Trust
page provides a chance to confirm the other
side of the trust.

16. The Confirm Incoming Trust page asks whether you want to confirm the incoming trust. Choices are the
same as on the previous page. If you want to confirm this trust, enter a username and password for an
administrator account in the other domain.
17. The Completing the New Trust Wizard page verifies the confirmation of the trust from the other side.
Click Finish.
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18. You are returned to the Trusts tab of the domain’s Properties dialog box (see Figure 3.13). The name of
the domain with which you configured the trust now appears in one or both of the fields according to
the trust type you created. Click OK to close this dialog box.

After you have created the trust relationship, the Trusts tab of the domain’s Properties dialog box
shows the name of the trusted domain together with the trust type and transitivity.
FIGURE 3.13

Creating a Forest Trust
Recall that this type of trust can be created only between two Active Directory forests that are
both operating at the Windows Server 2003 forest functional level. Follow Step by Step 3.2 to
create a forest trust.

STEP BY STEP
3.2 Creating a Forest Trust
1. Make sure that the forest functional level of both forests is set to Windows 2003. See Chapter 2,
“Planning and Implementing an Active Directory Infrastructure,” for details.
2. Follow steps 1–5 of Step by Step 3.1 to access the Trust Name page of the New Trust Wizard.
3. Type the name of the forest root domain with which you want to create a trust and then click Next.
4. On the Trust Type page, select Forest Trust and then click Next.
5. On the Direction of Trust page, select the appropriate direction for the trust and then click Next.
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6. On the Sides of Trust page, specify whether you want to create the trust for this domain only or for both
this domain and the specified domain, and then click Next.
7. If you are creating the trust for both forests, specify a username and password for the specified forest
and then click Next. If you are creating the trust for this forest only, specify the trust password that the
administrator in the other forest will need to specify to complete the creation of the trust for her forest.
Then click Next.
8. The Outgoing Trust Authentication Level—Local Forest page, shown in Figure 3.14, provides two
choices that are similar to those provided by the Outgoing Trust Authentication Level—Local Domain
page. Make a choice and then click Next.

FIGURE 3.14 The Outgoing Trust
Authentication Level—Local Forest page
provides two choices of authentication
scope for users in the trusted forest.

9. The Trust Selections Complete page displays a list of the options that you have configured (refer to
Figure 3.11). Review these settings to ensure that you have made the correct selections. If any setting
is incorrect, click Back and correct it. Then click Next.
10. The Trust Creation Complete page informs you that the trust relationship was successfully created. Click
Next to finish the process.
11. The Confirm Outgoing Trust page asks whether you want to confirm the outgoing trust (refer to Figure
3.12). If you have configured the trust from the other side, click Yes, Confirm the Outgoing Trust.
Otherwise, click No, Do Not Confirm the Outgoing Trust. Then click Next.
12. The Confirm Incoming Trust page asks whether you want to confirm the incoming trust. Choices are the
same as on the previous page. If you want to confirm this trust, enter a username and password for an
administrator account in the other forest.
13. The Completing the New Trust Wizard page verifies the confirmation of the trust from the other side.
Click Finish.
14. You are returned to the Trusts tab of the domain’s Properties dialog box (refer to Figure 3.13). The
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name of the domain with which you configured the trust now appears in one or both of the fields
according to the trust type you created. Click OK to close this dialog box.

EXAM ALERT
Know When You Should Create a Forest Trust Know that all domains involved must be at the Windows
Server 2003 domain functional level, and that the forests must be at the Windows 2003 forest functional level. Also remember that a forest trust is the simplest way to connect forests when access to
resources in multiple domains is required, and when Kerberos authentication across the forest boundary is needed.

EXAM ALERT
If You Rename a Domain, Cross-Forest Trusts Are Invalidated If a question informs you that a domain
has been renamed and users are unable to access resources in an external forest, the reason for this
problem is that both external and forest trust relationships are invalidated by the rename process. You
need to delete and re-create the trust relationships following the renaming process.

Creating a Shortcut Trust
Recall that this type of trust can be created between child domains in the same forest to expedite crossdomain authentication or resource access. Follow Step by Step 3.3 to create a shortcut trust relationship.

STEP BY STEP
3.3 Creating a Shortcut Trust
1. In Active Directory Domains and Trusts, right-click your domain and choose Properties.
2. On the domain’s Properties dialog box, select the Trusts tab and click New Trust to start the New Trust
Wizard.
3. Click Next, and on the Trust Name and Password page, type the DNS name or NetBIOS name of the
domain with which you want to establish a shortcut trust and then click Next.
4. On the Direction of Trust page (refer to Figure 3.8), choose the appropriate option (two-way, one-way
incoming, or one-way outgoing) and then click Next.
5. On the Sides of Trust page, specify whether you want to create the trust for this domain only or for both
this domain and the specified domain, and then click Next.
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6. If you are creating the trust for both domains, specify a username and password for an administrator
account in the specified domain. If you are creating the trust for this domain only, specify the trust
password that the administrator in the other domain will need to specify to complete the creation of the
trust for her domain. Then click Next.
7. The Trust Selections Complete page displays a summary of the settings you have entered (refer to
Figure 3.11). Click Back if you need to make any changes to these settings. Then click Next to create
the trust.
8. The Trust Creation Complete page informs you that the trust relationship was successfully created. Click
Next to configure the trust.
9. The Confirm Outgoing Trust page asks whether you want to confirm the other side of the trust. If you
have created both sides of the trust, click Yes. Otherwise, click No and then click Next.
10. The Confirm Incoming Trust page asks whether you want to confirm the incoming trust. Choices are the
same as on the previous page. If you want to confirm this trust, enter a username and password for an
administrator account in the other domain.
11. The Completing the New Trust Wizard page informs you that you have created the trust. Click Finish to
return to the Trusts tab of the domain’s Properties dialog box (refer to Figure 3.13). The name of the
domain with which you configured the trust now appears in one or both of the fields according to the
trust type you created. Click OK to close this dialog box.

If you have created only one side of the trust, an administrator in the other domain must repeat
this procedure to create the trust from her end. She will have to enter the trust password you
specified in this procedure.

A Separate Research Forest
A major aircraft manufacturer landed a contract with NASA to design one module of a prototype spacecraft for a manned Mars mission. Realizing that the research necessary to complete this project successfully required a high level of security, management asked the senior network administrator to set up a
separate forest in the organization’s Windows Server 2003 Active Directory design.
For the project to succeed, researchers needed access to certain data stored in the organization’s existing
forest. Their user accounts would be in the new forest. Users in the existing forest did not need to access
data in the research forest. The administrator had to choose a trust model that would enable the appropriate levels of access.
With these needs in mind, the administrator decided to implement a one-way external trust relationship in
which the existing forest trusted the research forest. It was then possible to place the researchers who
needed access into a group that could be granted access to the appropriate resources in the existing forest. Because the trust relationship was one-way, no access in the opposite direction was possible. We
take a further look at the use of groups to grant crossforest access in Chapter 6, “Implementing User,
Computer, and Group Strategies.”
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Managing Trust Relationships
Objective

Manage an Active Directory forest and domain structure
. Manage trust relationships

After you have created a crossforest trust, the following limited set of configuration options is
available from the trust’s Properties dialog box:
. Validate Trust Relationships—This option enables you to verify that a trust has been

properly created and that the forests can communicate with each other.
. Change the Authentication Scope—This option enables you to change the selection

of domainwide authentication or selective authentication that you made during creation of the trust, should you need to modify access control to the trusting forest’s
resources.
. Configure Name Suffix Routing—This option provides a mechanism that you can

use to specify how authentication requests are routed across Windows Server 2003
forests. It is available only when forest trusts are used.

Validating Trust Relationships
To access the trust’s Properties dialog box and validate a trust relationship, follow Step by
Step 3.4.

STEP BY STEP
3.4 Validating a Trust Relationship
1. In Active Directory Domains and Trusts, right-click your domain name and choose Properties.
2. On the Trusts tab of the domain’s Properties dialog box, select the name of the other domain or forest
and click Properties.
3. This action displays the trust’s Properties dialog box, as shown in Figure 3.15.
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FIGURE 3.15 The General tab of the Properties dialog
box of the other domain provides information on the
trust’s properties.

4. To validate the trust relationship, click Validate.
5. If the trust is in place and active, you receive a confirmation message box, as shown in Figure 3.16.
Otherwise, you receive an error message, such as the one in Figure 3.17.

FIGURE 3.16

This message box informs you that the trust is

valid.

FIGURE 3.17

If the trust cannot be validated, an error message such as this informs you of the problem.
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Changing the Authentication Scope
Follow Step by Step 3.5 to change the authentication scope that you set when you create the
trust.

STEP BY STEP
3.5 Changing the Authentication Scope of a Trust Relationship
1. Select the Authentication tab of the trust’s Properties dialog box, as shown in Figure 3.18.
2. Select either Domain-Wide Authentication or Selective Authentication (as already described in Step by
Step 3.1) and then click OK.

FIGURE 3.18

The Authentication tab of a trust’s Properties dialog box allows you to change the trust’s authenti-

cation scope.

Configuring Name Suffix Routing
When you initially create a forest trust, all unique name suffixes are routed by default. A
unique name suffix is a name suffix within a forest, such as a User Principal Name (UPN)
suffix, Service Principal Name (SPN) suffix, or domain name system (DNS) forest or tree
name that is not subordinate to any other name suffix. For example, the DNS forest name
quepublishing.com is a unique name suffix within the quepublishing.com forest.
Consequently, name suffixes in one forest do not exist in another forest.
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Name suffix routing is a mechanism that can manage the routing of authentication requests
across Windows Server 2003 forests connected by forest trust relationships. It enables name
suffixes that do not exist in one forest to be used to route authentication requests to another
forest. This includes child name suffixes. As a result, when you view name suffixes in the Name
Suffix Routing tab of the domain’s Properties dialog box, as shown in Figure 3.19, they are prefixed by * to indicate that they refer to the parent domain and all child domains. If you add new
child domains to either forest, they automatically inherit the name suffix routing properties of
other domains in the forest. After you add a new name suffix and validate the trust, it appears
on the Name Suffixes tab with a status (shown on the Routing column) of Disabled. The Status
column indicates New for a newly created name suffix.

FIGURE 3.19 The Name Suffix Routing tab of a trust’s
Properties dialog box allows you to enable or disable
name suffix routing between forests.

You might have to disable name suffix routing to prevent certain authentication requests from
flowing across the forest trust. You might also have to enable name suffix routing for additional
name suffixes you have created or to exclude a child name suffix from routing. Follow Step by
Step 3.6 to configure these name suffix routing options.

STEP BY STEP
3.6 Configuring Name Suffix Routing
1. On the Name Suffix Routing tab of the trust’s Properties dialog box, select the suffix whose routing status is to be changed and then click Enable or Disable as required.
2. The routing status in the Routing column changes. In the case of enabling a new name suffix routing,
the New entry disappears from the Status column.
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3. To exclude a child name suffix from routing, select the parent suffix and click Edit to display the Edit
domain name dialog box (see Figure 3.20).

FIGURE 3.20 You can exclude a name suffix that
does not exist in the specified forest from routing by
specifying it on the Edit domain name dialog box.

4. To exclude the name suffix, click Add. On the Add Excluded Name Suffix dialog box, type the name of
the suffix and then click OK (see Figure 3.21).

FIGURE 3.21 The Add Excluded Name Suffix dialog box
allows you to exclude a name suffix from routing to the
specified forest.

5. The excluded name suffix appears on the Edit domain name dialog box. Click OK.

NOTE
Name Conflicts Can Occur If the same unique name suffix is used in two forests connected by a forest
trust, a conflict (or collision) might occur. In such situations, the Status column on the Name Suffix
Routing tab lists the conflict in the indicated domain. You cannot enable this suffix for name routing until
you have removed the conflicting name suffix for the indicated domain.
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Removing a Crossforest Trust Relationship
Sometimes you might need to remove a trust relationship between two forests. For example,
a contract might have completed or been terminated, an acquisition of one company by
another might have fallen through, and so on. You could have to remove and re-create a trust
relationship if you have incorrectly specified properties such as an incorrect trust type or
direction.
You can remove a trust relationship from the Active Directory Domains and Trusts snap-in by
following Step by Step 3.7.

STEP BY STEP
3.7 Removing a Trust Relationship
1. In Active Directory Domains and Trusts, right-click your domain name and choose Properties.
2. On the Trusts tab of the domain’s Properties dialog box, select the trust to be removed and click
Remove.
3. You are asked whether you want to remove the trust from the local domain only or from the local
domain and the other domain (see Figure 3.22). If you want to remove the trust from both domains,
select Yes, Remove the Trust from Both the Local Domain and the Other Domain, type the username
and password for an account with administrative privileges in the other domain, and then click OK.

FIGURE 3.22 You are asked whether you want to
remove the trust from the local domain only or from
the local domain and the other domain.

4. Click Yes on the next dialog box to confirm removing the trust.
5. You are returned to the Trust tab of the domain’s Properties dialog box. Notice that the name of the
other domain has been removed.
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WARNING
Removing the Trust If you remove the trust from the local domain only, it still appears from the other
domain but generates an error if you attempt to validate it. An administrator from the other domain
must remove the trust from that domain as well.

Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS)
R2 As introduced in Chapter 1, Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) is a new feature in Windows Server 2003 R2 that enables you to set up a single signon capability for
users accessing multiple web applications within a single session. It enables companies and
business partners to collaborate with each other without the need to establish trust relationships and without the need for users in these companies to remember multiple usernames and passwords.
Figure 3.23 provides a simple example. Let’s assume that Quepublishing.com is hosting a web
application to which users in its own company and partner company Examcram.com need
access. Each company operates its own Active Directory forest, but IT directors in both companies do not want to set up a trust relationship similar to those already discussed in this chapter. Therefore, both companies set up a server running Windows Server 2003 R2 with ADFS
that allow users in Examcram.com to authenticate to the web server operated by
Quepublishing.com with their regular usernames and passwords. The Quepublishing.com
ADFS server authenticates a user from Examcram.com and grants access to the web application. As you can see from Figure 3.23, this constitutes a type of trust between the ADFS servers
without an external or forest trust between the two forests.

AD Domain

AD Domain
Trust

Server
Running ADFS

Server
Running ADFS
Access to Web
Application

User

Web Server
quepublishing.com

User
examcram.com

FIGURE 3.23 ADFS
enables users from one
company to authenticate
to a web application in a
second company without
the need for a separate
username and password.
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To deploy ADFS, you must first install Internet Information Services (IIS) together with a
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate on the server that will run ADFS. You can obtain a SSL
certificate from a server running Certificate Services, which we introduce in Chapter 5. Then
you can install ADFS from the Active Directory Services node of the Windows Components
Wizard. This installs a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in from which you can
manage all aspects of ADFS, including trust policies, Active Directory Application Mode
(ADAM) account stores, and web applications that users will access through ADFS.
The installation and configuration of ADFS is currently beyond the scope of the 70-294 exam
(although this could be subject to change in the future). For further information on the capabilities and usage of ADFS, refer to “Overview of Active Directory Federation Services in
Windows Server 2003 R2,” in the “Suggested Readings and Resources” section.

Challenge
Adding and Removing Trust Relationships
You are the head network administrator for Widgets, Inc., which operates an Active Directory forest
named widgets.com. The company has a forest trust relationship with an Active Directory forest
named example.com.
Corporate executives for Widgets, Inc., sell Example off to another business and acquire a new company
named Samples. Consequently, no access should be permitted between the Widgets, Inc., and Samples
networks. Users in widgets.com and samples.com need access to resources on each other’s networks. The latter company operates a Kerberos V5 realm named samples.com.
As a result of these business decisions, you are required to remove the forest trust relationship with
Example and create a new trust relationship with Samples. How should you proceed?
Try to work through this problem on your own first. If you are stuck or need guidance, follow these steps
and look back at the Step by Step procedures for more detailed information.
1. Working from a domain controller in the widgets.com forest, open Active Directory Domains
and Trusts.
2. In the console tree, right-click widgets.com and choose Properties.
3. On the Trusts tab, under Domains Trusted by This Domain (Outgoing Trusts), select example.com
and click Remove. Click Yes to confirm removal of this trust.
4. Repeat for the incoming trust.
5. Click New Trust and then click Next to bypass the welcome page of the New Trust Wizard.
6. Type samples as the name of the realm for the trust and then click Next.
7. On the Trust Type page, ensure that Realm Trust is selected and then click Next.
8. On the Transitivity of Trust page, leave the default of Nontransitive selected and then click Next.
(continues)
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9. On the Direction of Trust page, select Two-way and then click Next.
10. On the Trust Password page, type and confirm a secure password and then click Next. Ensure that
you keep a record of the password you have entered. In the real world, you would provide the
administrator of Examcram the password so that he could configure the opposite end of the trust.
11. On the Trust Selections Complete page, click Next and then click Finish.

Understanding Trust Relationships
Following are points to remember regarding trust relationships:
. In a one-way trust relationship, the trusting domain makes its resources available to

users in the trusted domain. A two-way trust relationship consists of two one-way
trusts in opposite directions.
. By default in Active Directory, all domains in a forest trust each other with two-way

transitive trust relationships. You can also create shortcut trusts between child domains
to facilitate rapid authentication and resource access.
. You need to set up all trust relationships between different forests explicitly. You can

set up either external one- or two-way trusts between specific domains in the two
forests or a forest trust in which all domains in the two forests trust each other with
two–way trusts.
. A one-way incoming trust allows users in your (trusted) domain to be authenticated in

the other (trusting) domain, whereas a one-way outgoing trust allows users in the other
(trusted) domain to be authenticated in your (trusting) domain.
. Two authentication scopes are available: Domainwide authentication allows users from

the trusted domain to access all resources in the local domain. Selective authentication
does not create any default authentication; you must grant access to each server that
users need to access. You can change the authentication scope after trusts are set up, if
necessary.
. You can enable name suffix routing that simplifies authentication requests being routed

to another forest. New child domains added to either forest automatically inherit these
name suffix routing properties; however, you can disable name suffix routing when
required or exclude a child name suffix from routing.
. ADFS enables you to set up a type of trust for users to access web applications in

another forest without the need for a separate username and password, without establishing a regular forest or external trust relationship.
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Active Directory Forest and Domain
Structure
Now that you know about creating and administering trust relationships, we are ready to look
at two additional aspects of forest and domain management: schema modifications and UPN
suffixes.

Managing Schema Modifications
Objective

Manage an Active Directory forest and domain structure
. Manage schema modifications

As discussed in Chapter 1, “Concepts of Windows Server 2003 Active Directory,” the schema
is a set of rules that define the classes of objects and their attributes that can be created in an
Active Directory forest. All domains in a forest share a common schema, which is replicated to
all domain controllers in the forest. However, only the schema master contains a writable copy
of the schema; all other domain controllers contain a read-only replica of the schema.
Active Directory stores information on the classes and attributes as instances of the
classSchema and attributeSchema classes, respectively. The schema defines the attributes
that can be held by objects of various types, the various classes that can exist, and the object
class that can be a parent of the current object class. When you first install Active Directory, a
default schema is created; it includes definitions for the common classes of objects, such as
user, computer, and organizationalUnit. It also includes attribute definitions, such as
lastName, userPrincipalName, telephoneNumber, and objectSid. Microsoft designed the
schema to be extensible; in other words, you can add classes and attributes, together with their
definitions, as required. In addition, you can remove classes and attributes that you no longer
require, provided the forest is operating at the Windows Server 2003 functional level.

WARNING
Take Great Care in Modifying the Schema Improper modifications can cause irreparable harm to
Active Directory. For this reason, Microsoft created a global group called Schema Admins, and only
members of this group can perform such modifications. As a best practice to avoid unauthorized modifications, you should remove all users from this group and add a user only when it is necessary to
modify the schema. In addition, it is strongly advisable to create a test forest in a lab environment and
test schema modifications here before deploying them to a production forest.
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Following are the characteristics of these classes:
. Active Directory uses an instance of the classSchema class to define every object class

supported. For example, the mayContain and mustContain attributes describe attributes that an object class may and must contain.
. You can use instances of the attributeSchema class to define every attribute that

Active Directory supports. For example, the attributeSyntax and isSingleValued
attributes describe an attribute in a similar manner to the way in which attributes of a
user object describe the user.
. Active Directory uses a well-defined Schema container as a location in the directory

to store the instances of the attributeSchema and classSchema classes. This container has a distinguished name (DN) of the form CN=Schema,CN=Configuration,
DC=quepublishing,DC=Com, where the DC items refer to the forest root domain name,
using quepublishing.com as an example.
For further information on object classes, their characteristics, and a description of the key attributes of a classSchema object, see “Characteristics of Object Classes” at the following address:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/ad/ad/characteristics_of_
object_classes.asp
For similar information for attributes, see “Characteristics of Attributes” at this address:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/ad/ad/characteristics_
of_attributes.asp

Installing the Schema Snap-In
You can perform schema modifications from any computer running Windows Server 2003 or
Windows XP Professional by installing the Active Directory Schema snap-in on a server or
installing the Windows Server 2003 Administration Tools Pack on a Windows XP Professional
computer. If the computer is not the schema master, it creates a connection to the schema master when you start the snap-in.
The Active Directory schema snap-in is not present by default when you first install Active
Directory. Installation of this snap-in is a two-step process: registration and snap-in installation.
Follow Step by Step 3.8 to register the snap-in.

STEP BY STEP
3.8 Registering the Active Directory Schema Snap-In
1. Ensure that you are logged on as a member of the Schema Admins group.
2. Click Start, Command Prompt.
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3. Type regsvr32 schmmgmt.dll.
4. A message box informs you that the registration succeeded. See Figure 3.24.

FIGURE 3.24

Windows informs you when you have successfully registered the Active Directory Schema snap-in.

After you have registered the Active Directory Schema snap-in, you can add this snap-in to an
empty Microsoft Management Console (MMC). Follow Step by Step 3.9 to install the Active
Directory Schema snap-in.

STEP BY STEP
3.9 Installing the Active Directory Schema Snap-in to a New MMC Console
1. Click Start, Run.
2. Type mmc to open an empty MMC console.
3. Click File, Add/Remove Snap-In to open the Add/Remove Snap-In dialog box (see Figure 3.25).

FIGURE 3.25 Using the Add/Remove Snap-In dialog
box, you can add a snap-in to a new or existing MMC
console.
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4. Click Add to display the Add Standalone Snap-In dialog box.
5. Select Active Directory Schema, as shown in Figure 3.26, and then click Add.

FIGURE 3.26 Using the Add Standalone Snap-In dialog
box, you can select one or more snap-ins to add to the
MMC console.

6. Click Close to return to the Add/Remove Snap-In dialog box.
7. Click OK. The Active Directory Schema snap-in is added to the MMC console (see Figure 3.27).

FIGURE 3.27 On completion of this procedure,
you have an MMC console containing the
Active Directory Schema snap-in.

8. Click File, Save, and on the Save As dialog box, type a descriptive name for the console, such as
Schema.msc. Then click Save.

The Schema snap-in is now available, and you can locate it from the Administrative Tools
folder.
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EXAM ALERT
Remember the Prerequisites for Installing and Using the Schema Snap-In! First, you must be a member of the Schema Admins group. Then you must register the Active Directory Schema snap-in to make
it available in the Add Standalone Snap-In dialog box.

Using the Schema Snap-In
After you have installed the Schema snap-in, you can make any required modifications. Step
by Step 3.10 shows you how to create a new attribute.

EXAM ALERT
You Can Only Deactivate, Not Delete, Improper Schema Objects The exam might present you with a
scenario in which an application has created incorrect schema attributes or classes. After objects have
been created in the schema, you cannot delete them except by completely reinstalling Active Directory.
Furthermore, you cannot rename schema objects. The proper solution to this problem is to deactivate
these objects. This is also another reason to test new applications in a lab network before deploying
them to the production network.

STEP BY STEP
3.10 Creating a New Schema Attribute
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Schema.msc. If you installed the Schema snap-in according to Step by
Step 3.9, this selection opens the Schema snap-in.
2. Expand the Active Directory Schema container in the console tree. You see two containers: Classes and
Attributes.
3. Select the Attributes container. As you can see in Figure 3.28, a long list of attributes is available.

FIGURE 3.28 By default, the Active Directory
Schema snap-in contains a large number of
attributes.
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4. Right-click Attributes and select Create Attribute. You are warned that creating schema objects in the
directory is a permanent operation (see Figure 3.29).

FIGURE 3.29 This warning message informs you that creating
schema objects is a permanent operation.

5. Click Continue. This action displays the Create New Attribute dialog box (see Figure 3.30).

FIGURE 3.30 You use the Create New Attribute dialog box
to create attributes.

6. Enter information in the following text boxes to describe the attribute you are creating:
. Common Name—A unique name that is related to the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
display name.
. LDAP Display Name—A unique display name that programmers and system administrators can use
to programmatically reference the object.
. Unique X.500 Object ID—A unique X.500 Object ID (OID) is a unique identifier associated with all
object classes or attributes in the directory. This identifier is required.
. Description—An optional description for the attribute.
. Syntax—Type of information stored by this attribute, such as a case-insensitive string, distinguished
name, integer, numerical string, and so on.
. Minimum and maximum—Depending on the syntax, can be an optional string length, minimum and
maximum values of integers, and so on.
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NOTE
Object Identifiers An OID is not randomly generated; standards organizations such as the International
Telecommunications Union issue these identifiers to ensure that they are not duplicated. To obtain a unique
OID for a class or attribute that you want to create, you should contact one of these standards organizations.

7. Click OK. The attribute is created and displayed in the attributes list. If you have difficulty finding it, click
the Name header to arrange the attributes in alphabetical order.

You can also create new classes by right-clicking the Classes container and choosing Create
New Schema Class. The procedure is similar to that of Step by Step 3.10. After you have
created new attributes and classes, you can easily add attributes to classes, as Step by Step
3.11 shows.

STEP BY STEP
3.11 Adding an Attribute to a Class
1. In the console tree of the Active Directory Schema snap-in, double-click Classes to expand it. This
action displays a long list of available classes (see Figure 3.31).

FIGURE 3.31 By default, the Active Directory
Schema snap-in contains a large number of
classes.

2. Right-click the class to which you want to add an attribute and select Properties. This action displays
the Properties dialog box for the selected class, as shown in Figure 3.32.
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FIGURE 3.32 In the Properties dialog box for a schema
class, you make all modifications to the class.

3. Select the Attributes tab and then click Add to display the Select Schema Object dialog box, as shown in
Figure 3.33.

You use the Select Schema Object dialog box to select
the desired attribute.

FIGURE 3.33

4. Scroll down to locate the attribute and then click OK. You return to the Attributes tab of the user
Properties dialog box, with the new attribute highlighted.
5. Click OK.
6. Close the Active Directory Schema console.
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Deactivating Schema Objects
After you have added an object (class or attribute) to the schema, you cannot simply delete it.
However, you can deactivate an unneeded schema object by following the procedure outlined
in Step by Step 3.12.

STEP BY STEP
3.12 Deactivating a Schema Object
1. Open the Active Directory Schema snap-in.
2. In the console tree, select either Classes or Attributes, depending on the type of object you want to
deactivate.
3. In the details pane, scroll to locate the class or attribute you want to deactivate, right-click it, and
choose Properties.
4. Clear the check box labeled Attribute is Active. You receive a message, like the one in Figure 3.34,
warning you that if you make the schema object defunct, you will be unable to make further
changes to it.

FIGURE 3.34 You receive a warning when you
attempt to deactivate a schema object.

5. Click Yes to deactivate the object.

The step-by-step procedures given here provide you with a small example of the possible
schema modifications. Other procedures are available to perform such tasks as creating new
classes, adding values to a series of attributes, adding attribute display names, conducting
searches based on the new attributes, and so on. Many of these procedures involve the use of
scripts created using Microsoft Visual Basic for Scripting and are beyond the scope of the
70-294 exam. For additional details, see the first reference in the “Suggested Readings and
Resources” section at the end of this chapter. Information is also available from the Windows
Server 2003 Help and Support Center.
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Challenge
Active Directory Schema Attributes and Classes
The widgets.com organization you worked with in Chapter 2 needs to store employees’ Social Security
numbers in their Properties dialog boxes in Active Directory Users and Computers. Although the Properties
dialog box enables you to store a large number of attributes for each user, the Social Security number is
not among them.
The object of this exercise is to understand how to add an attribute to the schema and associate this
attribute with a schema class. After you have done this, you should be able to create a custom VB script
or application that modifies a user’s Properties dialog box in Active Directory Users and Computers,
thereby enabling you to store employees’ Social Security numbers in Active Directory. Note that the
unique X.500 Object ID given here was issued to Microsoft and is suitable for the use described in this
exercise.
You should try working through this problem on your own first. If you are stuck or need guidance, follow
these steps and look back at the Step by Step procedures for more detailed information.
1. Working from server01.widgets.com, open Active Directory Schema.
2. Expand the console tree to locate the Classes and Attributes folders, right-click Attributes, and then
select Create Attribute.
3. Click Continue to accept the warning that appears and display the Create New Attribute dialog box.
4. In the Create New Attribute dialog box, type in the information provided in the following table:
Identifier

Enter the Following

Common Name

SocialSecurityNumber

LDAP Display Name

SocialSecurityNumber

Unique X.500 Object ID

1.2.840.113556.1.4.7000.142

Description

Employee Social Security Number

Syntax

Select Case Insensitive String from the drop-down list

Minimum

0

Maximum

11

5. Click OK to create the attribute and add it to the list in the details pane.
6. In the console tree, select Classes to display the list of classes in the details pane.
7. Scroll down to locate the user class, right-click it, and choose Properties.
8. On the Attributes tab of the user Properties dialog box, click Add to display the Select Schema
Object dialog box.
9. Scroll down to select the SocialSecurityNumber attribute and then click OK. This action adds
this attribute to the Optional field of the Attributes tab, as shown in Figure 3.35.
(continues)
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FIGURE 3.35 After you have added the new attribute, it appears in the Attributes tab of the user
Properties dialog box.

10. Click OK to exit the user Properties dialog box.
11. Use any available scripting tools to create a VB script that enables you to enter employees’
Social Security numbers and display them in the Properties dialog box in Active Directory Users
and Computers. This action is beyond the scope of the 70-294 exam and will not be further
described here.

Adding or Removing a UPN Suffix
As described in Chapter 1, a User Principal Name (UPN) is a logon name specified in the format of an email address such as user1@quepublishing.com. It is a convenient means of logging on to a domain from a computer located in another domain in the forest or a trusted
forest. Two types of UPNs are available:
. Implicit UPN—This UPN is always in the form user@domain, such as mary@accounts.
quepublishing.com. It is defined on the Account tab of a user’s Properties dialog box in
Active Directory Users and Computers.

. Explicit UPN—This UPN is in the form string1@string2, where an administrator

can define values for both strings. For example, a user named Mary in the accounts.
quepublishing.com domain could have an explicit UPN in the form mary@accts.
Using explicit UPNs is practical when a company does not want to reveal its internal
domain structure.
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New to Windows Server 2003 is the concept of the UPN suffix. This is the portion of the UPN
to the right of the at (@) character. By default, the UPN suffix is the DNS domain name of the
domain that holds the user account. You can add an additional UPN suffix to simplify administration and user logon processes. Doing so provides the following advantages:
. A common UPN suffix simplifies logon procedures for all users in the forest. This is

especially true for users who have long child domain names. For example, a user with
a default UPN of Karen@USA.products.quepublishing.com could be provided with a
simpler UPN such as Karen@quepublishing.
. You can use the UPN suffix to hide the domain structure of the forest from users in

external forests and to configure remote access servers for visitor access.
. You can use the UPN suffix in a case where a company has more than one division that

operates under different company names with separate email domains (for example,
quepublishing.com or examcram.com) but are all located in a single Active Directory
domain. Using an additional UPN suffix, these users can log on using their email
addresses.
You can also use the UPN suffix to log on to a domain in a trusting forest, except in the following situations:
. If more than one forest uses the same UPN suffix, you can use it only to log on to a

domain in the same forest.
. If you are using explicit UPNs and external trusts, you cannot log on to trusting

domains in another forest. See the section “Managing Trust Relationships” earlier in
this chapter for information on external trusts.
You can use the Active Directory Domains and Trusts MMC console to add or remove UPN
suffixes. Follow Step by Step 3.13 to add a UPN suffix.

STEP BY STEP
3.13 Adding a UPN Suffix
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Domains and Trusts.
2. In the console tree, right-click Active Directory Domains and Trusts and choose Properties. The Active
Directory Domains and Trusts Properties dialog box opens, as shown in Figure 3.36.
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FIGURE 3.36 You can use the Active Directory Domains
and Trusts Properties dialog box to add or remove UPN
suffixes.

3. Type the name of the desired UPN suffix (for example, examprep) in the text box and click Add.
4. The name of the UPN suffix is added to the large field in this dialog box. Click OK.

After you have added the UPN suffix, it is available for use when you are adding a new user
account (see Figure 3.37) or configuring the properties of an existing user account from the
Account tab of its Properties dialog box.

FIGURE 3.37 After you have added a UPN suffix,
you can assign this suffix to a new user from the
New Object—User dialog box.
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NOTE
Troubleshooting Slow UPN Logons If you are using a UPN suffix to allow users to log on across domains
in a multidomain forest, you might have to create a shortcut trust relationship if users report slow authentication times.

If you no longer need an added UPN suffix, you can follow a similar procedure to remove it.
See Step by Step 3.14.

STEP BY STEP
3.14 Removing a UPN Suffix
1. At the top of the Active Directory Domains and Trusts snap-in, right-click Active Directory Domains and
Trusts and choose Properties. The Active Directory Domains and Trusts Properties dialog box opens
(refer to Figure 3.36).
2. Select the UPN suffix to be removed and click Remove.
3. You are warned that users who use this UPN suffix will no longer be able to log on with this UPN suffix
(see Figure 3.38).
4. Click OK.

This message box warns you that user accounts referring to the UPN suffix will be unable to log
on to the network if you delete the suffix.
FIGURE 3.38

If you remove a UPN suffix, you should open the Active Directory Users and Computers console, select any users whose user accounts refer to the removed UPN suffix, and change the
suffix in use from the Accounts tab of their Properties dialog box.
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Understanding the Directory Forest and Domain
Structure
Following are points you should remember about the directory forest and domain structure:
. All domains in the Active Directory forest share a common schema. Although it is

replicated to all domain controllers in the forest, only the schema operations master
contains a writable copy of the schema.
. The schema contains classes of objects and a series of attributes that can be held by

objects of various types. It also defines the various classes that can exist and the attributes that can be defined for each specific object.
. Because improper schema modifications can cause irreparable damage to Active

Directory, the following conditions must be met before you can modify the schema:
You must be a member of the Schema Admins group, and you must register the Active
Directory Schema snap-in before you can install it.
. A UPN suffix is the portion of the UPN to the right of the at (@) character. You can

add an additional UPN suffix to simplify logon procedures for all users in the forest
and hide the domain structure of the forest.

Active Directory Site Topology
Objective

Implement an Active Directory site topology
Recall from Chapter 1 the nature of sites in Active Directory. A site is a grouping of computers and other objects that is connected by high-speed LAN connections and contains one or
more Internet Protocol (IP) subnets. A site consists of one or more IP subnets that share a fast,
reliable connection such as a local area network (LAN) connection. Because wide area network
(WAN) connections are slower and might not be continuously available, network segments
located across a WAN should be configured as separate sites. Configuring network segments
this way is especially important if your company needs to pay for the WAN link by the number of minutes it is active or the amount of data sent across it.
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When planning sites, you should assess the needs of various offices and divisions within your
company, as well as the speed and utilization of the links between the offices. When assessing
the needs, you should do the following:
. Assess the physical environment—You should look at the locations in which your

company is conducting business and the nature of the internal and external network
connections. Be sure to check factors such as the placement of domain controllers and
the need to access resources at different offices. Even if locations are on different subnets, if they are connected by a reliable, fast, high-bandwidth link such as a T3 line,
you might be able to include them in a single site.
. Assess the need for frequent replication versus bandwidth usage—If a location

needs the most recent Active Directory information and is connected with a fast link, it
does not need to be in a different site.
. Identify the types of physical links between sites—The type, speed, and utilization

of the connection between locations are important factors. Active Directory provides
the concept of site link objects that can be used to determine the replication schedule
between sites that it links. A cost value also can be associated with it; this value determines when and how often replication can occur.
. Configure site link bridges—The site link bridge is an Active Directory mechanism

that groups sites together to facilitate optimized intersite replication. We discuss site
link bridges further later in this chapter.

Creating Sites
When you first install Active Directory, all domain controllers are located in a single site with
the rather ostentatious name of Default-First-Site-Name. If you want, you can rename this site
in the same way you would rename a file or folder. After you have assessed the need for additional sites, creating a new site is simple. See Step by Step 3.15.

STEP BY STEP
3.15 Creating a New Site
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Sites and Services.
2. Right-click the Sites folder and choose New Site.
3. In the New Object—Site dialog box, type the name of the site. Select a site link object from the list
provided, as shown in Figure 3.39, and then click OK.
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FIGURE 3.39 You use the New Object—Site dialog
box to create a new site.

4. You receive a message box listing other tasks you should perform, as shown in Figure 3.40. Click OK.

FIGURE 3.40 Windows reminds you of
several tasks to be completed after creating
a site.

5. The site you created appears in the console tree of Active Directory Sites and Services, and several
default containers appear in the details pane.

Configuring Sites
You should perform several tasks after you have created a site. These tasks include adding
domain controllers to a site, specifying licensing servers, and configuring site boundaries. We
describe these tasks in the sections that follow.

Adding Domain Controllers
The first task you should complete is adding domain controllers to the site. Follow Step by
Step 3.16 to perform the first task: adding a domain controller to the site you just created.
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STEP BY STEP
3.16 Adding Domain Controllers to a Site
1. In Active Directory Sites and Services, expand the site containing the domain controller you want to
move to reveal a Servers folder.
2. Click this folder. The details pane lists the domain controllers that are located in this site.
3. Right-click the server to be moved and select Move.
4. In the Move Server dialog box, shown in Figure 3.41, select the site for the server and then click OK.

FIGURE 3.41

Moving a domain controller to a new site.

5. The moved server appears under its site in Active Directory Sites and Services.

Specifying a Licensing Server
A licensing computer collects information from within the site for use by the Windows Server
2003 licensing administration tool. It need not be a domain controller, but it should be located
within its site. Follow Step by Step 3.17 to select a licensing computer for a site.

STEP BY STEP
3.17 Selecting a Licensing Server
1. In the console tree of Active Directory Sites and Services, click the site to which you want to assign
a licensing server. This action displays, among others, a Licensing Site Settings container in the
details pane.
2. Right-click this container and choose Properties.
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3. On the Licensing Site Settings Properties dialog box, click Change.
4. In the Select Computer dialog box that appears, type or browse to the name of the desired server, as
shown in Figure 3.42. Then click OK.

FIGURE 3.42

Selecting a licensing site server.

5. Click OK to close the Licensing Site Settings Properties dialog box.

Configuring Site Boundaries
Objective

Manage an Active Directory site
. Configure site boundaries

As we have emphasized, the purpose of using sites is to control replication of Active Directory
information over slow links between geographically distinct locations. By itself, Active
Directory has no knowledge of an organization’s physical network topology. Administrators
must model the enterprise’s site topology to mirror the physical network. You can accomplish
this by configuring each site to represent one or more IP subnets that are connected by highspeed links, as described in Step by Step 3.18.

STEP BY STEP
3.18 Assigning a Subnet to a Site
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Sites and Services.
2. In the console tree, right-click the Subnets folder and choose New Subnet.
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3. In the New Object—Subnet dialog box, type the subnet IP address and subnet mask, as shown in
Figure 3.43.

FIGURE 3.43 You can assign a subnet to a site from
the New Object—Subnet dialog box.

4. The information is shown on the New Object—Subnet dialog box in the form of a network address/bits
masked. Click OK.
5. In the Site Name field, select the site to which the subnet should belong and then click OK.
6. You return to the Active Directory Sites and Services snap-in. The subnet you created appears under the
Subnets folder.

You can configure a limited set of properties for each subnet you have assigned. Follow Step
by Step 3.19 to configure subnet properties.

STEP BY STEP
3.19 Configuring Subnet Properties
1. In the console tree, right-click the subnet and choose Properties.
2. On the General tab of the Properties dialog box, type a description for the subnet, as shown in Figure
3.44. This description is for information purposes only.
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FIGURE 3.44 The Subnet Properties dialog box enables
you to specify a description and location for the subnet
and change the site with which it is associated.

3. If you need to change the site to which the subnet is assigned, you can do so from the Site drop-down
list box.
4. On the Location tab, you can type the location for the subnet. This location is also for information purposes only.
5. The Object and Security tabs function in a similar manner to those on other Properties dialog boxes.

NOTE
Site Naming Conventions Subnet locations specified on the Location tab should follow a specific naming
convention for your organization. These locations link to printer tracking in Active Directory. Refer to
“Establishing a Naming Convention for Printer Locations” in Windows Server 2003 Help and Support
Center for more information.
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Configuring Site Links
Objective

Implement an Active Directory site topology
. Configure site links

A site link is a path that Active Directory uses to replicate information between sites. Replication
cannot take place between sites unless site links have been created. Because of the limited bandwidth that usually exists between sites, Active Directory handles intersite replication differently
than intrasite. In a nutshell, intersite replication is compressed, whereas intrasite replication is
not compressed. Intersite replication takes place at a lower, configurable frequency. We discuss
intersite replication and its configuration later in this chapter.
Site links can use either of two intersite transport protocols for replicating data: Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) over IP and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).
. RPC over IP—This protocol is the default replication method and the only one that

supports replication within a domain. It enables low-speed, synchronous replication of
all directory partitions using remote procedure calls.
. SMTP—This protocol is asynchronous email–based replication that can be used to

replicate the schema and configuration partitions of Active Directory and the global
catalog between domains. You should use this protocol if the reliability of the link is
not good. You need to install an enterprise certification authority (CA) if you are using
this transport protocol. It signs the SMTP messages that are sent over this protocol.
SMTP also must be installed on domain controllers using this site link.
Site links are not created automatically. As outlined in Step by Step 3.20, you can create site
links by using Active Directory Sites and Services.

STEP BY STEP
3.20 Creating Site Links
1. In the console tree of Active Directory Sites and Services, expand the Inter-Site Transports folder to
reveal the IP and SMTP subfolders.
2. Right-click the folder corresponding to the transport protocol that is to be used and choose New
Site Link.
3. In the New Object—Site Link dialog box, type a name for the site link (see Figure 3.45). Then make sure
that the sites to be linked appear in the Sites in This Site Link field and click OK.
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FIGURE 3.45

Creating a site link.

EXAM ALERT
Site Links You should be aware of the differences between IP and SMTP and know when you should
use SMTP rather than IP for configuring a site link. Remember that SMTP site links replicate only the
schema and configuration partitions of Active Directory, and that they require an enterprise certification
authority.

Site Link Bridges
By default, Active Directory bridges all site links. In other words, Active Directory creates a
chain of site links that allow any two domain controllers to communicate directly with each
other, whether or not they are directly linked with a site link. Implicitly, all site links for a single transport (IP or SMTP) are contained in one site link bridge for that transport.
By default, all site links are bridged automatically. These links are also known as transitive site
links. In some cases, you might have to disable automatic site link bridging and create your own
site link bridges, such as in the following situations:
. Your network is not completely routed. In other words, not all domain controllers can

communicate with one another.
. A security policy prevents all domain controllers from communicating directly with

one another.
. In some situations, the enterprise contains a large number of sites that are not well

connected.
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Follow the procedure in Step by Step 3.21 to disable automatic site link bridging and create
your own site link bridges.

STEP BY STEP
3.21 Configuring Site Link Bridges
1. In the console tree of Active Directory Sites and Services, expand the Inter-Site Transports folder to
reveal the IP and SMTP subfolders.
2. Right-click the transport (IP or SMTP) whose site link bridges you want to configure and choose
Properties.
3. In the Properties dialog box for the transport (see Figure 3.46), clear the check box labeled Bridge All
Site Links and then click OK.

FIGURE 3.46

Disabling automatic site link bridging.

4. Right-click the transport again and choose New Site Link Bridge.
5. In the New Object—Site Link Bridge dialog box (see Figure 3.47), type a name for the site link bridge,
ensure that the site links you want bridged appear in the Site Links in This Site Link Bridge field, and
then click OK.
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FIGURE 3.47

Creating a site link bridge.

EXAM ALERT
Site Link Bridges In a multisite situation, you might encounter sites linked by different bandwidth
links. If considerable intersite traffic is crossing a slow link and a faster link crossing three or more
alternative sites is available, you might have to create a site link bridge that encompasses the faster
links. This bridge will serve to direct intersite traffic across the fast links.

Knowledge Consistency Checker
The Knowledge Consistency Checker (KCC) is a process that runs automatically on all domain
controllers and creates Active Directory replication topologies, both intrasite and intersite. It
creates optimum topologies at 15-minute intervals according to the conditions that exist at
that time. As new sites and domain controllers are added, the KCC adjusts the replication
topology to accommodate these changes. It uses a bidirectional ring topology that provides at
least two paths between each domain controller for fault tolerance, and no more than three
hops between any two domain controllers to reduce replication latency. It automatically adjusts
the intrasite replication topology without administrator intervention.

NOTE
Different Topologies for Different Purposes The KCC generates separate topologies for each of the
schema, configuration, application, and domain partitions, and the global catalog, according to their individual requirements.
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For intersite replication, the KCC works from a single domain controller called the Inter-Site
Topology Generator (ISTG) in each site and uses the information you have configured in Active
Directory Sites and Services. It designates one or more servers, known as bridgehead servers, for
each site to ensure that changes to Active Directory are replicated only once across any given
site link. Although the KCC usually designates its own bridgehead servers, you can manually
designate bridgehead servers from Active Directory Sites and Services.
The KCC normally runs in the background without the need for any type of configuration. If
you need to force the KCC to run at a given time, you can run the repadmin command-line
utility or the replmon GUI-based utility. These tools are both located in the Support\Tools
folder of the Windows Server 2003 CD-ROM. We discuss the use of this tool in Chapter 4,
“Maintaining an Active Directory Infrastructure.”

Configuring Connection Objects
A connection object is an Active Directory object that represents an inbound connection to a
domain controller. It is utilized for replication from other domain controllers to the domain
controller on which it is configured. The KCC in a site automatically creates connection
objects between domain controllers within its site as well as connection objects for replication
to other sites.
Although the KCC endeavors to create an optimum set of connection objects, the administrator might have to configure connection objects manually if the connections created by the
KCC do not link the specific domain controllers she wants to be connected.

WARNING
Create Connection Objects Only If Absolutely Necessary If an administrator adds redundant connection objects, replication traffic might increase.

Follow Step by Step 3.22 to create a manual connection object.

STEP BY STEP
3.22 Creating and Configuring a Connection Object
1. In the console tree of Active Directory Sites and Services, expand the Servers folder in the site containing the domain controller for which you want to create an inbound connection object.
2. Right-click the NTDS Settings folder under the desired server and select New Active Directory
Connection.
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3. In the Find Domain Controllers dialog box shown in Figure 3.48, select the server with which you want
to create a connection and then click OK.

FIGURE 3.48 The Find Domain Controllers
dialog box enables you to select the outbound server.

4. By default, the new connection object is named for the server with which you are creating the connection. In the New Object–Connection dialog box, accept this name or type a different name and then click
OK. The new connection object is added to the details pane.
5. To modify the properties of the connection object, right-click it and choose Properties to display the dialog box shown in Figure 3.49. From here, you can configure any of the following options:
. Description—Type an optional description for the connection object.
. Transport—Select RPC, IP, or SMTP. You would not normally change this from the default of RPC.
. Change Schedule—Select the times in which you want the replication schedule from its default of
four times per hour to once or twice per hour, or none.
. Replicate From Click Change to change the server from which replication takes place. This displays the same Find Domain Controllers dialog box shown in Figure 3.48.
. Object tab Display information about the connection object, including its LDAP canonical name,
the creation and modification dates, and update sequence numbers (USNs). This tab does not contain configurable items.
. Security tab Configure permissions for users or groups. See Chapter 5, “Planning User, Computer,
and Group Strategies.”
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FIGURE 3.49 The Properties dialog box enables you to
configure the connection object.

6. Click OK when finished.

NOTE
You Can Also Configure Automatically Generated Connection Objects Right-click an automatically generated connection object and choose Properties to configure any of the properties listed in Step by Step 3.22.

Inter-Site Topology Generator
As we have already noted, the ISTG is the domain controller used by the KCC to create the
intersite replication topology. The ISTG considers the cost of intersite connections and checks
whether any domain controllers have been added to or removed from the site; the ISTG provides this information to the KCC, which then adds or removes connection objects to optimize replication as required. Only one domain controller per site acts as the ISTG. If the
forest is operating at the Windows Server 2003 forest functional level, the KCC uses an
improved, randomized process to determine the site’s bridgehead servers. It distributes the
bridgehead replication workload more evenly among a site’s domain controllers, resulting in
improved replication efficiency. The algorithm used allows a domain to contain as many as
3,000 sites.
You can use the dcdiag tool from the Support\Tools folder of the Windows Server 2003
CD-ROM to identify the ISTG computer in each site.
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Preferred Bridgehead Servers
Objective

Implement an Active Directory site topology
. Configure preferred bridgehead servers

The bridgehead server is the domain controller designated by each site’s KCC to take charge of
intersite replication. This server receives information replicated from other sites and then
replicates it to the site’s other domain controllers. It ensures that the greatest portion of replication takes place within sites rather than between them.
Usually, the KCC automatically decides which domain controller will act as the bridgehead
server. If necessary, you can designate a specific domain controller to be the bridgehead server
to specify the best conditions for intersite replication. Follow Step by Step 3.23 to designate a
preferred bridgehead server.

WARNING
Be Cautious About Choosing Bridgehead Servers Manually If you allow the KCC to select a bridgehead server and this server fails, the KCC will select another one. However, if you select a bridgehead
server yourself and it fails, the KCC will not choose another bridgehead server.

STEP BY STEP
3.23 Designating a Preferred Bridgehead Server
1. In the console tree of Active Directory Sites and Services, expand the site where you need to designate
a bridgehead server and then expand the Servers folder to locate the available servers.
2. Right-click the desired domain controller and choose Properties.
3. On the General tab of the server’s Properties dialog box, select the transport protocol(s) for which this
domain controller should be a bridgehead server and then click Add, as shown in Figure 3.50.
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FIGURE 3.50 Designating a bridgehead server for the IP
transport protocol.

4. Click OK.

NOTE
Replication Across a Firewall If your network uses a firewall to protect a site, you must specify your
firewall proxy server as a preferred bridgehead server. This ensures that the firewall server is the contact
point for exchanging data with servers beyond the firewall.

Ports Used for Replication Between Sites
By default, ISTG uses the TCP and UDP port 135 for RPC-based replication between sites. In addition,
LDAP uses TCP and UDP port 389, LDAP over Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) uses TCP and UDP ports 636,
Kerberos uses TCP and UDP port 88, Server Message Block (SMB) over IP uses TCP and UDP ports 445,
and DNS uses TCP and UDP port 53. Global catalog servers also use TCP ports 3268 and 3269. You can
specify any port for RPC-based replication by modifying the following Registry key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\NTDS\Parameters

Add a REG_DWORD value named TCP/IP Port and specify the number of the port to be used. In
addition, modify the following Registry key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\NTFRS\Parameters
(continues)
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Add a REG_DWORD value named RPC TCP/IP Port Assignment and specify the same port
number. Make these changes on each domain controller, and ensure that all firewalls are configured to
pass traffic on the selected port. For additional port numbers that you should open on your firewalls,
refer to “Active Directory Replication over Firewalls” in the “Suggested Readings and Resources” section. Note that you can also secure RPC-based replication by using IP Security (IPSec) and configuring the firewalls to pass IPSec traffic. Refer to the same reference for additional details.

Configuring Replication Schedules
Objective

Manage an Active Directory site
. Configure replication schedules

We have already mentioned that all domain controllers act as peers and that most changes to
Active Directory can be made at any domain controller. Active Directory uses the process of
multimaster replication to propagate these changes to other domain controllers in the domain.
In addition, the global catalog is replicated to all other global catalog servers in the forest.
Application directory partitions are replicated to a subset of domain controllers in the forest,
and the schema and configuration partitions of Active Directory are also replicated to all
domain controllers in the forest. You can see that replication is an important process that must
take place in a timely manner so that updates to Active Directory are synchronized properly
among all domain controllers in the forest. The amount of replication that is necessary to
maintain Active Directory could easily overwhelm network bandwidth, especially on slowspeed WAN links.
In this section, you learn how to manage replication in Active Directory by configuring replication schedules within and between sites. But before we look at managing replication, we provide an overview of how it operates.

What Does Active Directory Replicate?
The following is an overview of the types of information that Active Directory must replicate
on a timely basis. These types are based on the Active Directory partitions you learned about
in Chapter 1.
. Schema data—We discussed schema modification earlier in this chapter. Recall that

this information contains definitions for all objects and their attributes in the Active
Directory forest and is common to all domain controllers in the forest. It must be kept
up-to-date so that Active Directory can function properly.
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. Configuration data—This data includes information related to the design of the

Active Directory forest, including sites, trees, and domains, and their organization
within the hierarchy. All domain controllers in the forest require this information to
function properly.
. Application data—This data includes application-specific data and DNS information

for Active Directory–integrated DNS zones that need to be replicated throughout the
forest. Some of this information might have to be replicated to only a subset of the
domain controllers in the forest.
. Domain data—This data includes information about all objects in an individual

domain, such as users, groups, computers, printers, shared folders, and so on. Active
Directory replicates all this information to every domain controller in the domain. In
addition, a read-only subset of this information is contained in the global catalog and
replicated to all global catalog servers in the forest.

How Does Active Directory Replication Work?
Active Directory replicates data between domain controllers using the following two standard
networking protocols:
. Remote Procedure Call (RPC) over Internet Protocol (IP)—Used for both intra-

site and intersite replication, RPC over IP uses remote procedure calls for replication.
It employs both Kerberos-based authentication and data encryption to keep data
secure.
. Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)—This email protocol is used only for inter-

site replication when a direct or reliable IP-based path is unavailable. It is used for
replication only between two domain controllers that are located in different domains
as well as different sites. It requires an enterprise certification authority (CA) to operate. The CA signs SMTP messages as they are exchanged between domain controllers,
ensuring their authenticity. SMTP does not replicate the domain partition of Active
Directory; it replicates only the schema, configuration, and application partitions. In
addition, SMTP replication ignores schedules.
Active Directory uses a numerical sequencing method called the update sequence number (USN)
to keep track of replicated updates. This method is more reliable than using time stamps
because the latter method depends on exact synchronization of the clocks on all domain controllers, which is hard to maintain. However, Active Directory also uses a time stamp to resolve
conflicting changes.
A USN is a 64-bit number that is maintained at each domain controller in the forest.
Whenever an update is initiated, the originating domain controller issues what is known as an
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originating update, which determines the kind of update being made to the Active Directory
database. At the same time, the domain controller increments the USN by one and associates
the updated USN with the originating update. Other domain controllers use the USN to
determine what updates they need to receive. We discuss the use of the USN to track replication and troubleshoot problems in Chapter 4.
Active Directory replication works by a pull process. In other words, individual domain controllers request updates from their replication partners at a known interval, which is five minutes by default. It checks the USNs for each replication partner and uses them to request any
required updates. If a domain controller is offline for any reason, it can use the USN to get up
to date properly. This process is in contrast to a push process in which domain controllers send
updates immediately to their replication partners rather than wait for requests. An offline
domain controller would miss pushed updates and not be up to date. In addition, a domain
controller might receive the same update from more than one source, which translates to a
waste of bandwidth.
In the event that two different administrators happen to modify the same attribute of the same
object at the same time on different domain controllers, a conflict could occur. In this case,
Active Directory uses the timestamp to resolve the conflict, and the latest update wins. If the
changes take place at the exact same millisecond, the change with the higher globally unique
ID wins.

Intrasite Replication
We previously discussed how the KCC automatically creates and adjusts the intrasite replication topology. The KCC ensures that each domain controller replicates with at least two others, so that if one is temporarily unavailable, no domain controller will miss an update. KCC
uses a default bidirectional ring topology, with additional connections as needed to keep the
number of hops between replication partners to three or fewer.

NOTE
Multiple Replication Topologies Active Directory uses one topology for the schema and configuration
partitions and another one for the domain partition. In some cases, a third replication topology could exist
for the application partition because data stored in this partition might not need to be replicated to all
domain controllers. An administrator can explicitly route application partition data to selected domain controllers within a forest or to all domain controllers in a domain.

Replication to the first replication partner takes place automatically on the basis of change notification after the administrator has configured an update. After waiting for 15 seconds, the
source domain controller sends an update notification to its closest replication partner and
sends additional notifications to other partners at 3-second intervals. After receiving the notifi-
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cation, the replication partners send update requests to the source domain controller, which
then replicates the change to the partners. However, some updates such as password changes
and account lockouts are replicated immediately. Because it is assumed that high LAN bandwidth is available for intrasite replication, data is not compressed during the replication process.
Intrasite replication is completely automatic and requires no additional configuration after
you have created and validated your sites, although you can modify intrasite replication if
necessary, as we described previously in the section “Configuring Connection Objects.”
However, intersite replication can be configured and managed; we now turn our attention to
managing intersite replication schedules.

Intersite Replication
One important use of sites is to control replication traffic between network segments located
across WAN links. The high frequency of intrasite replication requires a high-speed LAN link
(10Mbps or faster) to work properly. Table 3.1 compares several characteristics of intersite
versus intrasite replication.
TABLE 3.1 Comparison of Intersite and Intrasite Replication
Characteristic

Intersite

Intrasite

Compression

Compressed

Uncompressed

Interval

Scheduled, configured

Frequent, automatic

Transport Protocol

SMTP, RPC over IP

RPC over IP

Connection Type

According to site link cost

Between all DCs in ring topology

Active Directory allows you to schedule intersite replication so that you can control how much
bandwidth it consumes. This capability is important because bandwidth affects the efficiency of
replication. Replication frequency is a trade-off between keeping Active Directory on remote
domain controllers up to date and using a high amount of bandwidth on a slow link. By default,
replication takes place every 180 minutes (3 hours), and can take place 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. You can configure the replication process to take place at times of low bandwidth usage,
such as late at night. Step by Step 3.24 shows you how to configure intersite replication.

NOTE
Intersite Replication Is Compressed To further conserve bandwidth, Active Directory compresses all
updates to Active Directory above 50KB in size when they are replicated. Because the compression ratio
can be as high as 10:1, this can save a lot of bandwidth. Should you have bandwidth to spare but are limited in processing power, you can configure Active Directory to shut off compression. In addition, you
might be able to increase replication latency to use less bandwidth in the long run. This is true because
compression takes place only above 50KB.
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STEP BY STEP
3.24 Configuring Intersite Replication Intervals
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Sites and Services.
2. If necessary, expand the Sites folder in the console tree to locate the Inter-Site Transports folder.
3. Expand this folder and click either IP or SMTP, whichever contains the site link whose replication schedule you want to modify (see Figure 3.51).

FIGURE 3.51 You can configure site
link properties from the IP or SMTP
folder of Inter-Site Transports in
Active Directory Sites and Services.

4. In the details pane, right-click the site link and choose Properties to display the General tab of the
Properties dialog box for the site link (see Figure 3.52).

FIGURE 3.52 You can modify the intersite replication
schedule in the Properties dialog box for the site link of
concern.
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5. In the text box labeled Replicate Every, type the number of minutes between replications and then click OK.

Active Directory processes the interval you enter as the nearest multiple of 15 minutes, up to
a maximum of 10,080 minutes (one week).
Notice that the Properties dialog box for the site link contains two additional tabs: Object and
Security. These tabs also exist for the Properties dialog box of most objects in the Active
Directory Sites and Services snap-in. Their functions are the same as described previously for
Active Directory connection objects.
If you need to specify that replication not take place during certain times of the day (such as
business hours when other WAN traffic must be able to proceed without delay), you can
restrict the times that replication takes place. To do so, follow Step by Step 3.25.

STEP BY STEP
3.25 Restricting Intersite Replication Times
1. Follow steps 1–4 of Step by Step 3.24 to access the Properties dialog box for the site link whose replication times you want to modify.
2. Click Change Schedule, and in the Schedule for link name dialog box, select the time block for which
you want to deny replication, as shown in Figure 3.53.

FIGURE 3.53 You can configure a time
when replication is not available in the
Schedule for link name dialog box.

3. Select Replication Not Available and then click OK twice to return to Active Directory Sites and Services.
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NOTE
Shortcut Link If you have recently accessed Active Directory Sites and Services (as in performing Step by
Step 3.24), a shortcut link will appear on the left side of the Windows Server 2003 Start menu.

You might have to ignore the replication schedule so that replication can take place at any time
of day or night. This is useful if you need to force replication of a large number of changes. To
ignore replication schedules, follow Step by Step 3.26.

STEP BY STEP
3.26 Ignoring Replication Schedules
1. Follow steps 1–3 of Step by Step 3.24 to access the IP or SMTP folders in the Inter-Site Transports
folder.
2. In the console tree, right-click the replication method you want to modify and choose Properties.
3. In the Properties dialog box for the replication method, select the Ignore Schedules check box, as
shown in Figure 3.54, and then click OK.

FIGURE 3.54

You can choose to ignore replication schedules from the IP or SMTP Properties dialog box.
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Performing this procedure causes Active Directory to ignore availability schedules and replicate changes to Active Directory at the configured interval. Site links are always available for
replication. Clear the Ignore Schedules check box to re-enable the replication schedules.
Notice that this is the same dialog box from which you can choose whether to bridge all site
links, as we discussed in the “Active Directory Site Topology” section of this chapter.

EXAM ALERT
Remember the Different Options Available for Scheduling Replication If you need replication to occur
more or less frequently than the default 3-hour interval, specify the desired interval. This interval
should not be less than the 15-minute maximum intrasite replication interval. If you do not want replication to occur at certain times of the day, specify the appropriate replication schedule. If you need
replication to take place when it is not scheduled, select the Ignore Schedules option.

Challenge
Creating and Configuring Sites
The Widgets company you have been working with has a head office and a factory location connected by
a T-1 with 1.544Mbps bandwidth line. The server that was the Windows NT PDC (Server01) is located at
the head office, whereas the former BDC (Server02) is located at the factory. There is also a warehouse
that does not currently have a domain controller, and is connected to the head office with an ISDN line.
There is no direct connection between the factory and the warehouse.
This exercise requires you to create and configure sites for the three locations. You also need to create
the appropriate site links and bridges. The head office site is on the 172.22.0.0 subnet with a subnet
mask of 255.255.248.0, the factory site is on the 172.22.8.0 network with the same subnet mask, and the
warehouse site is on the 172.22.16.0 network with the same subnet mask.
After you have created the site links and bridges, you must configure replication between the sites. The
company wants replication to take place between the head office and the factory every four hours, day
and night. Between the head office and the warehouse, the company wants replication to take place every
six hours outside the 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. business day only.
Try to work through the steps on your own, working from the two domain controllers. If you need to see
a possible solution, follow these steps, and refer to the Step by Step exercises for more details:
1. Open Active Directory Sites and Services at the Server01 computer.
2. Select the Default-First-Site-Name and rename this site Office.
3. Create a new site named Factory and a third site named Warehouse. Use the default site link.
4. Expand the Office site to locate the two servers and move Server02 to the Factory site.
(continues)
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5. To add a subnet, right-click the Subnets container and choose New Subnet. Type 172.22.0.0 as
the subnet and 255.255.248.0 as the mask, select the Office site, and then click OK.
6. Repeat step 5 to add subnets for the factory and the warehouse.
7. Expand the Inter-Site Transports folder and click IP.
8. Rename the default site link Office to Factory.
9. Right-click this link and choose Properties. On the Properties dialog box, remove the Warehouse
site from this link.
10. Create a new site link named Office to Warehouse. For this link, include the Office and
Warehouse sites.
11. Right-click the IP transport and select Properties; then clear the Bridge All Site Links check box.
12. Right-click the IP transport and select New Site Link Bridge. Name this bridge Factory to
Warehouse, ensure that the two site links you have configured are in this site link bridge, and then
click OK.
13. Right-click the Office to Factory site link and choose Properties. In the Replicate Every spin box, type
240 and then click OK.
14. Right-click the Office to Warehouse site link and choose Properties. In the Replicate Every spin box,
type 360. Click Change Schedule, and in the Schedule for Office to Warehouse dialog box, specify
that replication is not available between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. (white areas).

Manually Forcing Replication
Sometimes you might need to have Active Directory replication occur immediately, such as
after the addition of new users or groups for a branch office. You can easily force replication
from Active Directory Sites and Services. Step by Step 3.27 shows you how.

STEP BY STEP
3.27 Manually Forcing Replication
1. In the console tree of Active Directory Sites and Services, expand the server to which you want to force
replication, to locate the NTDS Settings folder.
2. Select this folder to display the connection objects in the details pane.
3. Right-click the desired connection object and choose Replicate Now (see Figure 3.55).
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FIGURE 3.55

You can force replication from the NTDS Settings folder in Active Directory Sites and Services.

NOTE
Forced Replication Is One-Way Only When you manually force replication using this procedure, this
forces replication to occur to the selected object only. To ensure that the replication occurs immediately,
you should perform this procedure on both sides of the link. Use the Connect To option to connect to the
other domain controller and initiate a manually forced replication in the other direction.

Keeping Replication at Bay
A few months ago, a major newspaper with branch offices across the country was covering a breaking
news story. A couple of photographers using digital cameras were trying to upload photos to the newspaper’s main office several hundred miles away. However, transmitting a single photo over the paper’s dedicated ISDN connection was taking almost an hour. Consequently, only a few photos were transmitted
before the deadline, and the paper went to press without the desired coverage. The resulting news story
was inferior to that provided by a competing paper.
Management contacted the network administration staff to determine what went wrong and ensure this
situation did not happen again. At first, the administrators were puzzled that it had taken place. They had
prided themselves on setting up Active Directory to keep information at the branch office domain controllers current, but had not taken into consideration the amount of traffic that could be generated. In addition, a lot of other network traffic is transmitted over the ISDN line in the course of everyday business.
Analyzing traffic when branch office staff uploaded a few more photos, the administrators discovered the
line was 100% utilized for a period of time every 30 minutes. The administrators then remembered that
they had configured a 30-minute intersite replication interval in Active Directory. Changing this interval to 3
hours resulted in reduced utilization of the line and much improved capability to transmit photos and other
important data.
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Configuring Site Link Costs
Objective

Manage an Active Directory site
. Configure site link costs

In some cases, you might have more than one physical link between two sites. For example,
you might have a dedicated T1 line connecting your head office to the branch office. Because
of occasional downtime on the T1 link, you might also have set up a dial-up link over regular
phone lines to the branch office. Obviously, you want replication to use the T1 link at all times
when it is available. Active Directory allows you to provide additional information about the
cost of the various site links.
The KCC uses this information to determine the optimum link to be used during replication.
KCC will use the other link (in this case, the dial-up link) when the optimum one is unavailable. Although the site link cost factor can include the monetary cost, it is much more than just
a monetary cost; it includes variables such as bandwidth, reliability, and availability of a given
line. When available, the KCC always chooses the lowest cost link for replication.
By default, when you first create a site link, it is assigned a cost of 100. In the example used
here, you might want to set the cost of the T1 link at 50 and keep the cost of the dial-up link
at 100.
You can extend this example to cover more complex networks. Consider the five-site network
shown in Figure 3.56. This network provides two replication paths between domain controllers located in sites A and E. As shown in Figure 3.56, you should configure site link costs
according to bandwidth, availability, and reliability.

B

B-C
ISDN
Cost = 100

C

A-B
T1
Cost = 50

C-E
33 K Dialup
Cost = 200

A

E

A-D
56 K Dialup
Cost = 150

D

D-E
56 K Dialup
Cost = 150

FIGURE 3.56 An example
of site links and costs in a
multisite network.
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For replication between sites A and E, the total site link cost is the sum of the costs of all links
crossed by packets transmitted between the sites. Going by way of sites B and C, the cost is
(50 + 100 + 200) = 350, whereas going by way of site D, the cost is (150 + 150) = 300.
Consequently, the preferred replication path is through site D. If it is not acceptable for the
replication path to utilize two dial-up links, you should adjust the costs so that the path using
two dedicated plus one dial-up links becomes the preferred one.

NOTE
Site Link Bridge Costs You can extend the principle of site link costs to site link bridges. The cost of a
site link bridge is merely the sum of the costs of all site links contained within the bridge.

As Step by Step 3.28 shows, modifying the site link cost is a simple procedure.

STEP BY STEP
3.28 Configuring the Site Link Cost
1. Follow steps 1–3 of Step by Step 3.24 to access the IP or SMTP folder in the Inter-Site Transports
folder.
2. Open the folder containing the site link whose cost you want to modify. The details pane displays information about the site link (refer to Figure 3.51).
3. Right-click the link and choose Properties. This opens the Properties dialog box for the site link (refer to
Figure 3.52).
4. Type a new value in the Cost box or use the up/down arrows to select the desired value. Then click OK.
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Chapter Summary
In this chapter, you continued to build on the basics of Active Directory that you learned about
in Chapter 2. You began by exploring the various types of trust relationships available in Active
Directory. Should your organization employ a multiple forest design, you need to create trust
relationships manually so that users in one forest can access resources in other forests.
Two types of crossforest trust relationships are available: external trusts, which are trusts that
are set up between two specific domains, and forest trusts, which are trusts that involve complete two-way trust relationships between all domains in the forests involved.
In addition, you can set up shortcut trusts, which are specific trusts between two subdomains
in the same forest. This type of trust relationship speeds up authentication and data access by
allowing the trust path to proceed directly between the domains rather than through the parent domains.
Having set up these trust relationships, you can now manage them in several ways. We showed
you how to validate trust relationships to ensure that the trusts have been properly created,
change the authentication scope of a trust, and configure name suffix routing in forest trusts.
Finally, you learned how to remove a crossforest trust.
Next, you learned about the classes of objects and their attributes that make up the Active
Directory schema. Because the schema is vital to the function of Active Directory, Microsoft
has implemented safeguards to help ensure only authorized schema modifications are performed. These safeguards include registering and installing the Schema snap-in before it can
be used and being a member of the Schema Admins group. Microsoft recommends that you
add users to this group only when schema modifications are required and remove them after
they are completed.
You also learned what a UPN suffix is and how to add or remove one. The UPN suffix is an
additional suffix that can be used to facilitate user logons throughout a forest and to conceal
the true domain structure of the enterprise. It is especially useful for users who have long child
domain names.
You also learned about creating and configuring sites in Active Directory. You learned about
adding domain controllers to sites; configuring site links, site link bridges, and connection
objects; and designating preferred bridgehead servers. You also learned what the ISTG and
KCC do.
Finally, you learned about Active Directory replication. Whereas intrasite replication is essentially automatic because it is determined by the KCC, you can configure intersite replication
according to the bandwidth and availability of WAN links connecting the sites. You can modify replication intervals and restrict replication to certain times of the day when other WAN
traffic is low. You can also specify cost values for site links that determine which link is given
priority during replication.
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Apply Your Knowledge
The 70-294 exam tests your knowledge of the various situations that you may encounter when
installing and configuring Active Directory. You need to be aware of the implications involved
in modifying the schema, creating and modifying trust relationships, and employing alternate
UPN suffixes. You should also know how to create and configure sites and their associated subnets, site links, and site link bridges. Finally, you should know how to create and modify intersite replication. The exercises and exam questions presented here serve to reinforce these
requirements.
Note that you may encounter drag-and-drop or hot-spot questions on the exam. Due to the
limitations of the printed page, we are unable to include questions of these types in the exam
questions section. However, the explanations suggest the possibility of these question types
where appropriate.

Exercises
To perform these exercises, you should have at least three computers, on two of which you
have installed the root domain of an Active Directory forest named domain1.com, and a third
domain controller on which you have installed the root domain of a second forest named
domain2.com.
If you have only two computers available, you can complete exercises 3.1–3.2 and 3.4–3.8 first
and then demote the domain2.com domain controller and reinstall Active Directory on this
computer as a second domain controller in the domain1.com domain. Then create a second
site and place this domain controller in this site, according to the exercises in Chapter 2. You
can then complete exercise 3.3.

3.1 Registering and Installing the Schema Snap-In
The first two exercises involve modifying the Active Directory Schema. This exercise shows you how to
register and install the Active Directory Schema snap-in. You can do this from either forest root domain
controller. By default, these computers hold the role of schema master for their respective forests.
Estimated Time: 5 minutes
1. Click Start, Command Prompt.
2. Type regsvr32 schmmgmt.dll and press Enter.
3. You should receive a message informing you that the registration succeeded. Click OK and close
the Command Prompt window.
4. Click Start, Run, type mmc, and then click OK.
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5. Click File, Add/Remove Snap-In.
6. In the Add/Remove Snap-In dialog box, click Add.
7. In the Add Standalone Snap-In dialog box, select Active Directory Schema and then click Add.
8. Click Close to return to the Add/Remove Snap-In dialog box.
9. Click OK to add the Active Directory Schema snap-in to the blank MMC.
10. Click File, Save, and on the Save As dialog box, type Schema.msc. Click Save to save the Active
Directory Schema MMC in the Administrative Tools folder.

3.2 Creating Classes and Attributes
In this exercise, you create a new attribute named Salary Level. Then you create a new class named
Human Resources and add the Salary Level attribute to the Human Resources class.
Estimated Time: 10 minutes
1. The Active Directory Schema snap-in should still be open from Exercise 3.1. If not, click Start,
Administrative Tools, Schema.msc.
2. In the console tree, expand Active Directory Schema to reveal the Classes and Attributes folders.
3. Right-click Attributes and select Create Attribute.
4. The Schema Object Creation dialog box warns you that creating schema objects is a permanent
operation. Click Continue to create the attribute.
5. In the Create New Attribute dialog box, type the information in the following table:
In This Field

Type the Following

Common Name

SalaryLevel

LDAP Display Name

SalaryLevel

Unique X.500 Object ID

1.2.840.113556.1.4.7000.141

Description

Salary Level

Syntax

(Select Integer)

Minimum and Maximum

(Leave blank)

6. Click OK.
7. Right-click Classes and select Create Class.
8. The Schema Object Creation dialog box warns you that creating schema objects is a permanent
operation. Click Continue to create the class.
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9. In the Create New Schema Class dialog box, type the information in the following table:
In This Field

Type the Following

Common Name

HumanResources

LDAP Display Name

HumanResources

Unique X.500 Object ID

1.2.840.113556.1.4.7000.17

Description

Human Resources

Parent Class

(Leave blank)

Class Type

(Select Auxiliary)

10. Click Next.
11. In the next page of the Create New Schema Class dialog box, click Add under Optional.
12. In the Select Schema Object dialog box, scroll down to the SalaryLevel attribute you just
created and then click OK.
13. This attribute is displayed in the Optional field of the Create New Schema Object dialog box.
Click Finish.
14. To verify creation of this class and attribute, expand Classes in the details pane of the Active
Directory Schema console and scroll down to locate the HumanResources class. The
SalaryLevel attribute should be displayed at the top of the details pane, along with several
other attributes that were automatically assigned to this class when it was created.
15. Close the Active Directory Schema console.

3.3 Creating a Forest Trust
This exercise demonstrates how to create a two-way forest trust between the two domains. It assumes
that both forests are operating at the Windows Server 2003 forest functional level. You should perform
this exercise from the domain1.com root domain controller.
Estimated Time: 10 minutes
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Domains and Trusts.
2. In the console tree of Active Directory Domains and Trusts, right-click domain1.com and choose
Properties.
3. Select the Trusts tab of the Domain1.com Properties dialog box and then click New Trust to start
the New Trust Wizard.
4. On the Welcome to the New Trust Wizard page, click Next.
5. On the Trust Name page, type domain2.com and then click Next.
6. On the Trust Type page, select Forest Trust and then click Next.
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7. On the Direction of Trust page, select Two-Way and then click Next.
8. On the Sides of Trust page, select Both This Domain and the Specified Domain and then click Next.
9. On the User Name and Password page, type the name and password of an account that is a member of the Domain Admins group in the domain2.com forest. Unless you have changed it, this is
the original administrator account created when installing Active Directory.
10. On the Outgoing Trust Authentication Level—Local Domain page, choose Selective Authentication
and then click Next.
11. On the Outgoing Trust Authentication Level—Specified Domain page, choose Selective
Authentication and then click Next.
12. On the Trust Selections Complete page, review the choices you have made to make sure they are
correct. If necessary, click Back and make any needed corrections. When the choices are correct,
click Next to create the trust.
13. On the Trust Creation Complete Page, click Next.
14. On the Confirm Outgoing Trust page, click Yes, Confirm the Outgoing Trust and then click Next.
15. On the Confirm Incoming Trust page, click Yes, Confirm the Incoming Trust and then click Next.
16. When the Completing the New Trust Wizard page appears, click Finish to return to the Trusts tab of
the domain1.com domain’s Properties dialog box. The trust with the domain2.com domain
should appear as both outgoing and incoming, with a trust type of External and a transitivity of No.

3.4 Validating a Forest Trust
In this exercise, you validate the trust you just completed in Exercise 3.3. You should perform this exercise from the domain2.com root domain controller.
Estimated Time: 5 minutes
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Domains and Trusts.
2. In the console tree, right-click domain2.com and choose Properties.
3. Select the Trusts tab of the Domain2.com Properties dialog box. domain1.com should appear in
the two fields of this dialog box.
4. Under Domains Trusted by This Domain (Outgoing Trusts), select domain1.com and click
Properties.
5. On the Domain1.com Properties dialog box, click Validate.
6. You are asked whether you want to validate the incoming direction of trust. Click Yes, Validate the
Incoming Trust, type the username and password of an account that is a member of the Domain
Admins group for domain1.com, and then click OK.
7. You should receive a confirmation message. Click OK.
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8. Click OK to close the Domain1.com Properties dialog box.
9. Back in the Domain2.com Properties dialog box, select domain1.com under Domains That Trust
This Domain (Incoming Trusts).
10. Repeat steps 5–8 to validate the incoming trust.

3.5 Testing a Forest Trust
In this exercise, you attempt to access the domain2.com forest from the domain1.com forest. You
should perform this exercise from the domain1.com root domain controller.
Estimated Time: 5 minutes
1. Click Start, Run, type \\server (where server is the name of the domain2.com domain
controller), and press Enter.
2. Were you able to reach the other server? Why or why not?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
3. Click OK to close the message box.

3.6 Changing the Authentication Scope
In this exercise, you change the authentication scope of the trust relationship you just created. You can
perform this exercise from either domain controller.
Estimated Time: 5 minutes
1. If the Properties dialog box for your domain is not visible, right-click the domain name in the
console tree of Active Directory Domains and Trusts and choose Properties.
2. In the Domains Trusted by This Domain (Outgoing Trusts) field, select the name of the other
domain and click Properties.
3. Select the Authentication tab of the Properties dialog box.
4. Select Domain-Wide Authentication and then click OK.
5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the Domains That Trust This Domain (Incoming Trusts) field. Note that
the authentication level has already changed to domainwide.
6. Click OK to close the domain’s Properties dialog box.
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3.7 Testing a Forest Trust
In this exercise, you repeat exercise 3.6 to attempt access to the other forest. You should perform this
exercise from the domain1.com root domain controller.
Estimated Time: 5 minutes
1. Click Start, Run, type \\server (where server is the name of the domain2.com domain
controller), and press Enter.
2. Were you able to reach the other server? Why or why not?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
3. Click OK to close the message box.

3.8 Creating and Configuring Sites
In this exercise, you rename the default site and create a second site. You then move a domain controller
and add subnets to the site.
Estimated Time: 15 minutes
1. Log on as an administrator.
2. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Sites and Services.
3. In the console tree, expand the Sites folder.
4. Right-click Default-First-Site-Name and click Rename.
5. Type Head Office as the name of this site.
6. Right-click Sites and choose New Site.
7. Type Factory as the name of this site, select the default site link, and then click OK.
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7, specifying Branch Office as the name of this site.
9. Expand the Inter-Site Transports folder, right-click IP, and choose New Site Link.
10. Type Remote as the name of this site link, add Head Office and Branch Office to this link, and then
click OK.
11. Expand the Head Office site and then expand the Servers folder.
12. Right-click the Server2 server and choose Move.
13. In the Move Server dialog box, select the Branch Office site and then click OK.
14. Right-click the Subnets folder and choose New Subnet.
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15. In the New Object—Subnet dialog box, type 192.168.1.0 in the Address box and
255.255.255.0 in the Mask box. Select Head Office as the site object for the subnet and
then click OK.
16. Repeat step 15, specifying an address and subnet mask of 192.168.2.0 and 255.255.255.0
for the Factory site.
17. Repeat step 15 again, this time specifying an address and mask of 192.168.3.0 and
255.255.255.0 for the Branch Office site.
18. In the Inter-Site Transports folder, right-click IP and choose Properties.
19. In the IP Properties dialog box, clear the Bridge All Site Links check box and then click OK.
20. Back in the Inter-Site Transports folder, right-click IP and choose New Site Link Bridge.
21. In the New Site Link Bridge dialog box, type Branch Office as the name of the site link bridge.
Select the default link and the Remote link and then click OK.
22. In the console tree, right-click Server1 and choose Properties.
23. In the Server1 Properties dialog box, click IP, click Add, and then click OK. This makes Server1 a
preferred bridgehead server for the IP transport protocol.
24. Repeat steps 22 and 23 with the Server2 server.
25. Close Active Directory Sites and Services.

3.9 Configuring Intersite Replication Properties
Because intersite replication can take up a large fraction of bandwidth on a slow link, you can modify certain properties of intersite replication. In this exercise, you configure a two-hour interval for IP intersite
replication and then specify that intersite replication will not take place during daytime (8 a.m. to 6 p.m.)
hours. You also set the site link cost to 25.
Estimated Time: 5 minutes
1. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Active Directory Sites and Services.
2. If necessary, expand the Sites folder in the console tree to locate the Inter-Site Transports folder.
3. Expand this folder and click IP. The details pane displays a site link named DEFAULTIPSITELINK.
4. Right-click this link and choose Properties.
5. On the General tab of the site link’s Properties dialog box, type 120 in the text box labeled
Replicate Every and then click Apply.
6. Click Change Schedule to display the Schedule for DEFAULTIPSITELINK dialog box.
7. Select the time interval of Monday 8:00 a.m. to Friday 6:00 p.m., select Replication Not Available,
and then click OK.
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8. Back on the General tab of the site link’s Properties dialog box, type 25 in the Cost text box and
then click OK.
9. The cost and replication values you configured are displayed in the details pane of the Active
Directory Sites and Services snap-in. Close this snap-in.

Exam Questions
1. Evan has upgraded his company’s Windows NT 4.0 domains to Windows Server 2003 and has
consolidated two previous domains into a single domain that contains all 900 users and their computers. The previous domains represented two offices that have an ISDN link between them.
Evan sets up two sites, one for each office, and configures a site link to use SMTP for replicating
between the offices. However, the domain controllers in the two offices are unable to replicate with
each other. What does Evan need to do?

❍ A. Install Internet Information Services (IIS) on a domain controller at each site, and configure IIS as an SMTP server.

❍ B. Install an enterprise certification authority (CA).
❍ C. Install a faster link such as a T1.
❍ D. Use IP replication rather than SMTP replication.
2. Dorothy is a domain administrator for a large engineering company that operates a Windows
Server 2003 forest with three domains. Her company has just acquired a Canadian subsidiary,
which operates a single domain Windows 2000 forest. The two companies will be working
together on future projects involving continentwide locations, so she recommended to management that a forest trust be created between the companies’ forests. Working from a domain controller in her company, Dorothy accesses the New Trust Wizard and enters the name of the
Canadian company’s domain. She discovers that the option to create a forest trust is unavailable.
What needs to be done so that she can create a forest trust?

❍ A. Ask an administrator of the Canadian company to provide her with a user account in
that company’s domain.

❍ B. Ask an administrator of the Canadian company to add her domain user account to that
company’s Enterprise Admins group.

❍ C. Ask an administrator of the Canadian company to upgrade its domain to the Windows
Server 2003 functional level.

❍ D. Dorothy should create a shortcut trust instead.
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3. John is creating a new site in his company’s network; this site represents a branch office that the
company is setting up. He opens the Active Directory Sites and Services console and accesses the
New Object—Site dialog box. What additional piece of information does he need to specify?

❍ A. He needs to specify one or more subnets in the site.
❍ B. He needs to specify the name of a domain controller to be placed in the site.
❍ C. He needs to specify the licensing computer for the site.
❍ D. He needs to specify the site link to which the site will belong.
4. Peter is configuring replication for his company, which operates two offices, one in Dallas and the
other in Atlanta. The company has a 1.5Mbps T1 link, a 128Kbps ISDN link, and a 56Kbps dial-up
link between the two sites. Which of the following site link cost values should he configure for the
three links?

❍ A. 50 for the T1 link, 100 for the ISDN link, and 200 for the dial-up link.
❍ B. 50 for the T1 link, 100 for the dial-up link, and 200 for the ISDN link.
❍ C. 50 for the dial-up link, 100 for the ISDN link, and 200 for the T1 link.
❍ D. 50 for the ISDN link, 100 for the dial-up link, and 200 for the T1 link.
5. Paul works for a state department of transportation that has just awarded a contract to a construction company to build a new highway linking the two largest cities in the state. The state government operates an Active Directory forest, within which the department of transportation operates a
single child domain. The construction company operates a single domain Windows 2000 network.
To build the highway, engineers at the construction company need access to resources at the
department of transportation. What should Paul do to grant this access?

❍ A. Create a one-way external trust in which the department of transportation domain
trusts the construction company domain.

❍ B. Create a one-way external trust in which the construction company domain trusts the
department of transportation domain.

❍ C. Create a two-way external trust in which the two domains involved trust each other.
❍ D. Create a forest trust in which the construction company domain trusts the department
of transportation domain.
6. Kristin is a domain administrator for a company that has a Manhattan head office and two upstate
remote offices. Users in the remote offices are complaining that the links are slow, so she checks
the utilization of the links and discovers that they are running at 100% capacity. Checking further,
Kristin discovers that nearly all the traffic on the links is Active Directory replication.
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On checking the replication schedule, Kristin discovers that replication should be taking place only
once every six hours. What else should she be checking?

❍ A. The Ignore Schedule option
❍ B. The Replication Not Available option
❍ C. The Force Replication option
❍ D. How many new users have been added at the various sites in the past few days
7. Mark is the senior network administrator of a high-tech company whose head office is in Boston.
The company also operates branch offices in Dallas, Rio de Janeiro, Paris, and Winnipeg.
Previously, the company operated five separate domains, one for each city in which it has an
office. When Mark upgraded the network to Windows Server 2003, he consolidated the entire network into a single domain and created sites for each city. Each office has its own domain controllers and separate subnet configurations. After receiving several complaints about slow data
transfer rates, Mark realized there was an extreme amount of replication traffic, so he checked
Active Directory Sites and Services. Which of the following is the most likely reason for this
amount of replication traffic?

❍ A. The branch office sites are missing bridgehead servers.
❍ B. All domain controllers are located in the Default-First-Site-Name site. Mark needs to
move them to their respective sites.

❍ C. The site links are using RPC over IP for replication. Mark needs to reconfigure them to
use SMTP.

❍ D. The replication topology is improperly configured. Mark needs to run the Knowledge
Consistency Checker to alleviate this problem.
8. Fred is a network administrator for a large company that has just acquired a smaller company.
Both companies have operated their own Active Directory domains. Senior management has
decided that they want to combine the two domains into a single domain with a series of OUs and
several sites. The Active Directory schema in the smaller company contains several definitions that
are not present in the schema of the large company, and Fred needs to extend the schema to
include attributes taken from the old schema.
Which of the following needs must Fred define for attributes being added to the schema?

❍ A. He can add new attributes only at installation time. An attribute definition includes a
name, a unique object identifier (OID), a unique security ID (SID), a syntax that defines
the type of data the attribute can hold, and optional range limits.

❍ B. He can add new attributes only during replication. An attribute definition includes a
name, a unique OID, a syntax that defines the type of data the attribute can hold, and
optional range limits.
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❍ C. He can add new attributes at any time. An attribute definition includes a name, a unique
OID, a syntax that defines the type of data the attribute can hold, and optional range
limits.

❍ D. He can add new attributes at any time. An attribute definition includes a name, a
nonunique OID, a unique SID, a syntax that defines the type of data the attribute can
hold, and optional range limits.
9. Maria is an enterprise administrator for an East Coast manufacturing company that has just
merged with a similar company operating on the West Coast. She has configured external trusts
between several domains in each forest, for which employees need access. These trusts all used
domainwide authentication. Because management in her company wanted to keep the domain
structure confidential, she had configured a UPN suffix of corp and configured all user accounts
to use this suffix. An administrator in the other forest also configured a UPN suffix of corp for
users in that forest.
However, users were unable to access resources in the other forest, although they could access
other domains in their own forest. Which two of the following would enable users to access
resources to both forests?

❏

A. Maria needs to re-create the trust relationship as a forest trust.

❏

B. Maria needs to change the domainwide authentication scope to selective
authentication.

❏

C. Users need to specify the domain in the other forest to which they want to log on.

❏ D. Maria should change the UPN suffix in use in her forest.
10. Gwen’s company has just merged operations with a former competitor. Both companies operate
Windows Server 2003 Active Directory forests, each of which has three domains in a single tree.
Managers at the second company would like to keep their operations as separate as possible;
however, employees whose user accounts are in various domains of both forests need access to
resources in all domains. What should Gwen do to enable access to the other forest with the least
amount of effort?

❍ A. She should create a shortcut trust between child domains of the two forests.
❍ B. She should create a forest trust between the two forests.
❍ C. She should create an external trust between child domains of the two forests.
❍ D. She should inform her manager that the other company’s forest should be reconfigured as a second tree in her company’s forest.
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11. Roberta works for a company that has just opened a branch office in a neighboring city that is
connected with a 128Kbps ISDN link. Her manager has requested that replication take place at
least once a day during the daytime. However, the line is expected to be close to 90% utilized during the day, but only about 40% utilized during night hours.
She needs to ensure that replication does not use too much bandwidth during the day, but that at
night it will provide sufficient bandwidth to complete any synchronization. Which of the following
should Roberta do to complete this request with the least amount of effort?

❍ A. Create two site links: one available only at night with the default replication interval and
the other available only during the day with a replication interval of 6 hours.

❍ B. Create two site links: one available only at night with the default replication interval and
the other available only from noon to 1 p.m. also with the default replication interval.

❍ C. Create two site links: one available only at night with the default cost and replication
interval and one available only during the day with a site link cost of 500.

❍ D. Create one site link, available only at night with the default cost and replication interval.
Once a day, force replication manually.

❍

E. Create one site link with the default cost and replication interval. Configure this link to
be available from noon to 1 p.m. and also during the nighttime hours.

12. Nancy is the network administrator for a company that operates a single domain Active Directory
network encompassing three sites located in Cleveland, Nashville, and Columbus. The Cleveland
and Nashville sites have three domain controllers, and Columbus has one domain controller. If the
domain controller at Columbus were to fail, Nancy would like Active Directory traffic from this site
to be processed at the Cleveland site rather than the Nashville site.
Which of the following is the best method for Nancy to accomplish this task?

❍ A. She should eliminate the site link between Columbus and Nashville.
❍ B. She should create a site link bridge between Columbus and Cleveland.
❍ C. She should place the domain controller at Columbus in the same site as the Cleveland
domain controllers.

❍ D. She should configure the site link cost of the link between Columbus and Cleveland to
be lower than that of the link between Columbus and Nashville.
13. A junior administrator in your company named Rick has just created a new one-way outgoing trust
relationship between your company’s domain and a supplier’s domain. The purpose of this trust is
to enable sales associates to place orders online with the suppliers so that they do not have to fax
the orders. However, sales associates complain that they cannot access the supplier’s domain.
What should you do to enable access, while keeping resources in your company’s domain secure?
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❍ A. In the trust’s Properties dialog box, change the authentication scope of the trust from
selective authentication to domainwide.

❍ B. In the trust’s Properties dialog box, change the direction of the trust from outgoing to
incoming.

❍ C. Remove the trust relationship and create a new one-way incoming trust relationship.
❍ D. Remove the trust relationship and create a new two-way trust relationship.
14. Linda works for a company that operates an Active Directory forest consisting of a single domain
named examcram.com. The domain contains four sites representing the cities in which the company does business.
Linda is training a junior administrator named Julio, who will be responsible for ensuring that the
site links are properly bridged. To which container in the Active Directory Sites and Services snapin should Linda assign permissions for Julio?

❍ A. Sites
❍ B. Inter-Site Transports
❍ C. Subnets
❍ D. Each of the sites to be contained in the bridge
15. In the past few weeks, your company’s help desk has been receiving complaints from users whose
accounts are in the USA.marketing.quepublishing.com domain; they complain that it is
difficult to remember the appropriate domain name when logging on. In response to this problem,
you create a new UPN suffix named quepublishing so that users should be able to log on with
a name like user@quepublishing. However, users complain that they are unable to log on with
this type of name. What do you need to do?

❍

A. Enable name suffix routing for the USA.marketing.quepublishing.com domain.

❍ B. In the properties of each affected user account, specify quepublishing as the UPN
suffix in use.

❍ C. In the properties of each affected user account, append @quepublishing to the
user’s logon name.

❍ D. Delete and re-create each user’s account, specifying quepublishing as the UPN
suffix to be used.
16. Phil’s company has just merged with a competitor. Both companies operate Windows Server 2003
forests, each consisting of a single domain. Phil configures a two-way external trust relationship
between the two domains so that users in each domain can access shared folders in the other
domain, which is managed by Gertrude. He creates a group in his domain and adds users who
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need access to Gertrude’s domain to this group. Gertrude also creates a group in her domain and
adds users who need access to Phil’s domain to this group. Both administrators configure the
appropriate NTFS permissions for files and folders that need to be accessed.
The next week, users in Phil’s domain start calling the help desk, wondering why they cannot access
the shared information in Gertrude’s domain. Users in Gertrude’s domain have no problems accessing resources in Phil’s domain. Which of the following is the most likely reason for this access
failure?

❍ A. The authentication scope of Phil’s domain is set to domainwide authentication. Phil
should set the scope to selective authentication.

❍ B. The authentication scope of Phil’s domain is set to selective authentication. Phil should
set the scope to domainwide authentication.

❍ C. The authentication scope of Gertrude’s domain is set to domainwide authentication.
Gertrude should set the scope to selective authentication.

❍ D. The authentication scope of Gertrude’s domain is set to selective authentication.
Gertrude should set the scope to domainwide authentication.
17. Barry’s company is expanding its North American operations to Europe. To accommodate the new
operations, he needs to add several objects and attributes to the schema. His manager has added
his user account to the Schema Admins group for this purpose. Working from a branch office
domain controller, Barry attempts to locate the Active Directory Schema snap-in. He calls the help
desk and asks to be given the appropriate permission to access this snap-in, but is told that this is
not a permissions issue. Which two of the following does Barry need to do to access this snap-in?

❏

A. He must first register the Schema snap-in by using the regsvr32 command from the
Run dialog box.

❏

B. He should contact the help desk manager because he has received incorrect advice
from the support technician. He needs to belong to both the Schema Admins and
Enterprise Admins groups to access this snap-in.

❏

C. He needs to install the Active Directory Schema snap-in to a new MMC console.

❏ D. He needs to go to the schema master computer to modify the schema. Because the
domain controller he is working from does not have this snap-in, it must not be the
schema master.
18. In the process of upgrading their network from Windows NT 4.0 to Windows Server 2003, administrators at a western clothing outfitters company consolidated two domains representing office
locations in Denver and Billings into a single domain. The two locations are connected with a dedicated ISDN line. Joanne, a junior administrator, created sites for both locations and assigned the
domain controllers to their respective sites while working from the Denver location. The next week,
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users at Billings started complaining about slow logon and resource access. What should Joanne
do to speed up access?

❍ A. Configure replication between Denver and Billings to take place only at off-peak times.
❍ B. Assign the subnet containing computers located in Billings to the Billings site.
❍ C. Add an explicit UPN suffix for the users in the Billings site.
❍ D. Obtain approval from management to upgrade the ISDN line to a T1 line.

Answers to Exercises
3.5 Testing a Forest Trust
No. You cannot reach the other server because you configured the authentication scope as selective
authentication. This setting requires a specific granting of access to the required server, which you did
not configure.

3.7 Testing a Forest Trust
Yes. You are now able to reach the other server because the authentication scope is now set to domainwide. This setting allows access to all resources according to NTFS permissions that may have been configured for specific files and folders.

Answers to Exam Questions
1. D. The problem with SMTP replication in this instance is that SMTP cannot be used to replicate the
domain partition between domain controllers in the same domain, only the schema, configuration,
and application partitions. To replicate the domain partition, Evan must configure replication to
use RPC over IP. It is true that SMTP replication requires an enterprise CA to work; however, just
installing the CA would not allow replication of the domain partition. Therefore, answer B is incorrect (however, it would be correct if the two sites were in different domains). The SMTP packets
can be sent directly between the domain controllers without the need for mail servers; therefore,
answer A is incorrect. Installing a faster link such as a T1 will not help; therefore, answer C is
incorrect. See the section “Configuring Replication Schedules.”
2. C. To create a forest trust, both forests must be operating at the Windows Server 2003 functional
level. Therefore, the Canadian company needs to upgrade its domain controllers to Windows
Server 2003 and then raise the domain and forest functional levels. This is not an issue of domain
accounts or membership in the Enterprise Admins group. Therefore, answers A and B are wrong.
A shortcut trust connects two child domains in the same forest, not different forests. Therefore,
answer D is wrong. Note that Dorothy could instead create external trusts between the domains
involved; however, this option was not offered. See the section “Establishing Trust Relationships.”
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3. D. The New Object—Site dialog box asks for the name of the site and the site link object. John
should perform all the other tasks later; however, he cannot specify these tasks from this dialog
box. Therefore, answers A, B, and C are wrong. See the section “Creating Sites.”
4. A. The site link cost is a value that determines which link will be given priority in replication. The
KCC uses this information to determine the optimum link to be used during replication. When
available, it uses the link with the lowest cost. Therefore, Peter should assign the lowest cost
to the T1 line, the next higher cost to the ISDN line, and the highest cost to the dial-up link.
Consequently answers, B, C, and D are incorrect. Note that a question similar to this may appear
as a drag-and-drop question in which you must drag the correct costs to the various site links
on a network diagram. See the section “Configuring Site Link Costs.”
5. A. In this scenario, engineers at the construction company need access to resources at the department of transportation domain. Therefore, the department of transportation domain needs to trust
the construction company domain. Employees of the department of transportation do not need
access to the construction company domain. Therefore, the construction company domain does
not need to trust the department of transportation domain, and answers B and C are wrong. Other
domains in the government do not need to participate in the trust relationship; therefore, answer D
is wrong. See the section “Interforest Trust Relationships.”
6. A. If the Ignore Schedules check box is selected, replication can take place at any time of the day
or night, and the configured schedule is ignored. Kristin needs to clear this check box so that the
schedule is followed. She can use the Replication Not Available option if she does not want replication to take place at certain times. Because she does want replication to take place at six-hour
intervals, she does not need this option, and answer B is incorrect. There is no Force Replication
option. Therefore, answer C is incorrect. Even if a large number of users have been added recently,
the replication traffic should not tie up the link to that extent. Therefore, answer D is incorrect. See
the section “Configuring Replication Schedules.”
7. B. By default, all the domain controllers are placed in the Default-First-Site-Name site, and Mark
needs to move them to the proper sites. The process of merely creating the sites and assigning
the subnets to the sites is insufficient. When new sites are established, the Inter-site Topology
Generator (ISTG) automatically creates bridgehead servers, so answer A is wrong. SMTP is used
to replicate schema and configuration partitions only between domains, and is not used within
domains, so answer C is wrong. The Knowledge Consistency Checker (KCC) automatically creates
and manages the intersite replication topology and does not need to be manually run, so answer D
is wrong. See the section “Active Directory Site Topology.”
8. C. After registering and installing the Schema snap-in, a member of the Schema Admins group
can add new attributes to the schema at any time, not just when it is installed or during replication.
Therefore, answers A and B are wrong. Attributes are used to define the properties of objects—for
example, the “last name” property of a user object. The attribute requires a unique OID, a descriptive name, a syntax that defines the type of data the attribute can hold including a minimum and
maximum value, and optional range limits. The attribute definition does not include a unique SID.
Therefore, answer D is wrong. See the section “Managing Schema Modifications.”
9. C and D. When more than one forest uses the same UPN suffix, users can use it only to log on to
a domain in the same forest. Therefore, they were unable to log on to a domain in the other forest.
As it stands, users can log on to the other forest if the domain name is selected in the Log On to
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Windows dialog box. Alternately, one of the administrators can change the UPN suffix in use. It
does not matter whether an external or forest trust relationship is in use if the UPN suffix is the
same; therefore, answer A is incorrect. This is not a matter of authentication scope; domainwide
authentication should work here. Therefore, answer B is incorrect. See the section “Adding or
Removing a UPN Suffix.”
10. B. The purpose of a forest trust is to create transitive trust relationships between all domains of
the forests involved. In this scenario, because employees need access to more than one domain
in the other company’s forest, it is best to create a forest trust. Gwen could create external trusts
between various child domains; however, this approach would take far more administrative effort.
Therefore, answer C is wrong. A shortcut trust is a shortened path between two child domains in
the same forest and is not used between domains in different forests. Therefore, answer A is
wrong. There is no need to reconfigure the other company’s forest as a second tree in her company’s forest. Therefore, answer D is wrong. See the section “Interforest Trust Relationships.”
11. E. Roberta needs only to configure one site link. She should click the Change Schedule button on
the Properties dialog box, and specify that replication be available from noon to 1 p.m. and also
during nighttime hours. This enables her to meet both the requirement for at least one replication
during the day and the need for complete overnight synchronization. By allowing the daytime link to
replicate only between noon and 1 p.m., she has selected a time when traffic would likely be lower.
If she were to set a six-hour daytime replication interval, replication would take place sometime during the day; however, she does not need more than one daytime replication. Therefore, answer A is
wrong. Roberta could also configure two site links with two distinct replication schedules. However,
this would take more effort than creating a single link, so answer B is wrong. Site link costs do not
influence replication intervals; they only enable the KCC to select the optimum link. Therefore,
answer C is wrong. Roberta could manually force replication once a day; however, doing so takes
daily effort. Therefore, answer D is wrong. See the section “Configuring Replication Schedules.”
12. D. The site link cost determines the preferential replication path (in this case, Columbus to
Cleveland). Replication traffic proceeds over this link if possible, and over the higher cost link
(in this case, Nashville) if a server at the other link cannot satisfy the request that has been made.
It is important for intersite replication traffic to have all possible links available so that any queries
or other traffic can proceed optimally. Therefore, answer A is wrong. A site link bridge consists of
two or more links with one site in common, across which intersite replication traffic can take place.
The cost of the site link bridge is equal to the sum of the costs of the individual links in the bridge.
This would not help with the current scenario. Therefore, answer B is wrong. Placing the Columbus
domain controller in the same site as the Cleveland domain controller would direct preferential
replication between these two cities, but unless a very high speed link were available, the high
replication frequency could overwhelm the link. Therefore, answer C is wrong. See the section
“Configuring Site Link Costs.”
13. C. In this scenario, Rick created a trust relationship in the wrong direction. You have to delete and
re-create the trust because it is not possible to reverse the direction of the trust relationship from
the Properties dialog box of the trust. Therefore, answer B is wrong. Changing the authentication
scope of the trust does not help. Therefore, answer A is wrong. Creating a two-way trust is not
necessary; doing so reduces security because employees of the supplier company could then
access your domain. Therefore, answer D is wrong. For more information, see the section
“Managing Trust Relationships.”
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14. B. Linda needs to assign Julio permissions on the Inter-Site Transports container. This container is
the location from which you can manage all aspects of intersite transport, including use of the IP
and SMTP transport protocols, site links, site link bridges, replication schedules, and so on. None
of the other locations provide an option for creating site link bridges, so answers A, C, and D are
incorrect. Note that on the exam, a question similar to this might be presented in the form of a
hot-spot graphic in which you must select the required location from the Active Directory Sites and
Services snap-in. See the section “Site Link Bridges.”
15. B. By adding a UPN suffix, you can simplify logon procedures for all users in the forest. It is helpful for users with long child domain names, such as in this example. However, for the users to log
on with the added UPN suffix, you need to specify the UPN suffix in the Account tab of the user’s
Properties dialog box in Active Directory Users and Computers. Name suffix routing is used in
routing authentication requests between forests connected by a forest trust. Therefore, answer A
is wrong. You cannot simply add the UPN suffix to the user’s logon name; therefore, answer C is
wrong. You do not need to delete and re-create any user accounts. Therefore, answer D is wrong.
See the section “Adding or Removing a UPN Suffix.”
16. D. The authentication scope controls how access is granted to resources in the trusting domain.
Domainwide authentication allows users from the trusted domain to access all resources in the
local domain. Selective authentication does not create any default access to resources; you must
grant access to each server that users need to access. In this case, Gertrude’s domain is the trusting domain, and because its authentication scope was set to selective, users from Phil’s domain
were unable to reach her domain. She needs either to grant specific access to required resources
or to reset the authentication scope to domainwide. If Phil’s domain were set to selective authentication, users in Gertrude’s domain would be unable to access resources in Phil’s domain.
Therefore, answer B is incorrect. Because domainwide authentication allows users to access all
resources, answers A and C are incorrect. See the section “Managing Trust Relationships.”
17. A and C. By default, the Active Directory Schema snap-in is not present when a domain controller
is installed, so Barry has to install it. First, he needs to register the Schema snap-in by using the
regsvr32 command from the Run dialog box. He cannot install this snap-in until he performs
this step. This extra step is an additional security measure because of the importance of schema
modifications. Barry does not need to belong to the Enterprise Admins group to access the
Schema snap-in. Therefore, answer B is wrong. He does not need to be at the schema master
because he can connect to it from another computer. Therefore, answer D is wrong. See the section “Managing Schema Modifications.”
18. B. When Joanne upgraded the domains to Windows Server 2003 and Active Directory, creating a
single domain from the two domains that previously existed, initially all objects in the directory
from both locations were assigned to the first site. When she created a site for the Billings location, by default no subnets were assigned to it; consequently, client computers and member
servers in Billings thought they were in the Denver site, and all authentication and resource access
traffic went across the ISDN link to Denver. If Joanne assigns the Billings subnet to its site, this
traffic is handled locally for all resources in its site. This is not a replication issue; therefore,
answer A is incorrect. Explicit UPNs are used to simplify logon procedures in a multidomain forest.
They are not needed in a single-domain operation; therefore, answer C is incorrect. Because this is
an issue of traffic unnecessarily routed over the slow link, there is no need for a faster link such as
a T1. Therefore, answer D is incorrect. See the section “Configuring Site Boundaries.”
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